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ABSTRACT
Wu, PO-ling. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 1995. Parallel Electronic Prolotyping of Physical Objects.
Major Professor: Elias N. Houstis.
One of the grand challenges for computer applications is the crealion of a system for the design and
analysis of physical objects. This system will provide accurate computer simulations of physical objects
coupled with powerful design optimization tools to allow prolotyping and the final design of a broad range
of items. We refer to such a soflwarc environment as Electronic Prototypi1l8 for Physical Object Desigll
(EPPOD). The great challenges in building such systems are in software inregraliorl, in utilizing massive
parallelism to satisl)' their large computational requirements. in incorporating knowledge into the entire
electronic prototyping proccss, in crcating illtelligem uscr intcrfaces for such systems, and in advancing the
afgorirhmic illfrastrucrure nceded to support the desired functionality. In this paper we address issues
related to the parallel processing of the computationally intensive components of the EPPOD system and
present an architecture of an EPPOD system for the optimum design of physical objects on message
passing parallel machines. The parallel methodology adopted to map the underlying computations 10
parallel machines is based on the optimal decomposition of continuous and discrete geometric data
associated with the physical object. One of the main goals of this methodology is the reuse of existing




One of the next grand challenges for computer applications is the creation of a system for the design and
analysis of physical objects. Applications include mechanical and biomedical design. These systems will
provide accurate computer simulations of physical objects, coupled with powerful design optimizaLion tools
to allow prototyping and final design of a broad range of items. When such systems become reality, they
will have an even greater impact than systems for electronic design, one of the great achievemcms of
computing technology of the past decade. OUf studies indicate thallhe computer science problems arising
from such systems can be surmounted. The great challenges in systems integration, in obtaining enough
computing power, in devising competent geometric to01s, can be met. It is clear that enough physical
phenomena are well underslood so that a useful, accurate, and broadly applicable system for physical
design can be created. The challenge is to incorporate this knowledge into a high level design system where
the design parameters (e.g., shapes, materials, construction techniques, and environment conditions) are
specified rapidly and accurately and then optimized. The system must provide bOlh automatic optimization
techniques as well as allow the designer to direct the variation and optimization of design parameters. The
system must allow new knowledge about physical phenomena to be incorporated so thaI it can grow in
capability as science advances. It is reasonable to expect the appearance of powerful physical design and
analysis systems within five or ten years. Throughout, we refer LO such system as Electronic Prototypillg for
Physical Object Design (EPPODj [98J[99][102][103]. We believe that EPPOD is one of the grand
challenges for computer science that will require massive computational power and "smart" software for
its realization.
The benefits of EPPOD system include faster desiglls, less cost, hig/ler qualit)' alld better performallce.
One can document a variety of example applicalions ranging from the mundane design of aluminum cans
LO the highly refined technology of jet engines, where design times were cut by a factor of 10 or 100, where
design costs were reduced by similar factors, or where very maLUre devices were improved in performance
enough to justify retooling large production facilities. As powerful and versatile prototyping systems
become available, many organizations must adopl their use or accept economic and technological
obsolescence.
In the past ten years, there have been many examples [90] of a handful of engineers designing a complete
computer system of novel architecture. In a few years they complete the design, order the parts, assemble
them, and expect the system to work properly right at the stan. Such amazing efforts have been successful
because of electronic design systems, and hint at the vast potential for electronic protolyping in other fields.
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ElecLIonic design systems are a critical factor, perhaps the critical factor, in the rapid evolution of computer
products.
The EPPOD process starts willi [he use of a geometric modeler to specify the initial geometric scheme of
the object. The modeler can represem and manipulate geomelric shapes of all kinds. It allows geometric
infonnation to be readily exchanged by the designer and geomeLIic design activities to be carried out in
isolation. For mechanical objects whose position changes with time, we need a discrete mechanics
subsystem that can simulate objects moving because of forces, constraints, collisions, and contacts of all
kinds.
Each object might be characterized by physical properties that change according to its interaction with the
outside world. The description of conrimwus physical phenomena is usually done by mathematical models
involving partial differential equations, and the models are categorized as steady state, structural stre,sses
and strains, evolution, wave phenomena, shock waves. combustion, vibration. etc. Manufacturing physical
objects usually imposes design and cost objectives and constraints. To satisfy the various design objective
functions and constraints. we need an optimizmion subsystem. The designer must be able to input, control
and see the physics and geometry directly, and in infonnative ways without complex programming. Thus,
the system must have an interactive GUI (grapllics IIser imerface).
The computation work for design is enonnous by today's standards and success depends on exploiting very
high perfonnance computers using parallel and distributed computing techniques. Therefore, we need a
parallel methodology preferably capable of reusing existing EPPOD software parts and running seamlessly
on various parallel machines. The designer needs expen assistance in everything from selecting the right
models to checking the correctness of a design, from selecting computational methods to exploiting
parallelism and assessing the validity of the computed results. The development of domain specific expert
sysrems technology is necessary. The software design must allow for a highly modular. flexible system lhat
incorporates both old and new software parts or systems, and it must evolve as technology changes. A
component based software methodology must be developed. Specialized (targeted) design systems should
be built to exploit the special properties and context of a targeted application.
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Figure 1.1: An abstract view of the EPPOD system for the design of physical parts that combines
the conception, geometry modeling, cominuous physics modeling, analysis, and
optimization stages of design into a unified concurrem framework.
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This paper has two research thrusts:
I. Develop an architecture of an EPPOn system for the optimum design of physical "objects" on
message passing machines so that the elapsed time between application specification and solution
is reduced.
2. Develop and analyze parallel methodologies based on reusing sequential software for speeding up
the computational components of the EPPOD system on message passing machines.
In Chapter 2, we present an architecture of an EPPOD PSE and give a brief description of the high level
tools that implement EPPOD's functionality. In Chapter 3, we fonnulate, implement, and analyze the issue
of parallelizing the pre-processing phase required for parallel finite element analysis of the physical part.
We introduce an approach that attempts to integrate both the mesh generation and mesh decomposition
steps of the parallel FEM analysis. This approach has been implemented on various parallel platforms. The
numerical results indicate significant speedups of these computations on Intel Paragon, nCUBE n, clusters
of Sun SPARe workstations, and Intel iPSCJ860 machines. In Appendix A, we discuss the mesh generation
strategies utilized, in Appendix B, we list the mesh splitting strategies studied, and in Appendix C. we
present the raw performance data obtained for measuring the effect of parallelization of the pre-processing
phase. Finally, in Chapter 4, we address the parallelization of the optimal design phase. A multi-level
geometric splitting approach is introduced which was implemented in parallel and its performance
measured. In Appendix D, we present the raw performance data obtained for measuring the effect of
parallelization of the shape optimization phase.
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Chapter 2 EPPOD: A Problem
Solving Environment for Parallel
Electronic Prototyping of Physical
Object Design
High Performance Computing (HPC) has added computational science and engineering to theory and
experimentation as a paradigm of scientific inquiry. A significant part of the discussion on how to realize
the benefits of HPC is focused on hardware to reduce computation time of an application. An important but
less noticed issue is how (0 reduce the time between application specification and solution. An example that
demonstrates the importance of this issue is the GE software system for the design of an aircrafl engine.
Based on GE data presented by Tong [90], a typical design system consists of about 10,000 software
modules involving approximately 300,000 parameters. There is no single person who has complete
knowledge of all the computational processes which are executed in a logically distributed way on a variely
of hardware platforms. It takes about 10 years to develop a new aircrafl engine design. Moreover, it has
been estimated thal the engineers and scientists involved spend 70% of their time exploiting the needed
HPC technology and 30% in new engineering and science. It is clear that in a such a large application both
the speedup of the individual modules and the reduction of the elapsed time of the entire prototyping cycle
are equally important computational goals.
This paper attempts to address both issues by developing a parallel algorithmic injrastmcture that speeds
up the componems of the EPPOD system and by developillg/incorporaling software infrasrmcfllre and
problem solving environment technologies [32] that support some form of ptogramming-in-the-large in a
language thal is natural to the application users.
Throughout, we assume thaI a domain specific PSE for scientific and engineering disciplines is PSE = high
level IIser inteiface + knowledge base + library o/solvers + software bus.
In this chapter, we present !he software architecture for an EPPOD PSE on parallel machines and describe
its components from the system programmer and user point of view. Specifically, Section 2.1 defines a
parallel electronic prototyping process in terms of its components. Section 2.2 presents the architecture of
the EPPOD PSE thaI we have implemented. Section 2.3 to Section 2.7 describe the tools that support
prototyping in the demonstration EPPOD PSE.
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A Parallel Electronic Prototyping Process
2.1 A Parallel Electronic Prototyping Process
One of the technical challenges in building an EPPOD system is harvesting the computational power
offered by massively parallel machines and networks of powerful desktop computing engines, and its
exploitation in realizing the EPPOD system. We realize thal most of the software/algorithmic components
of EPPOD are inherently parallel or they can run in some concurrent mode. Moreover, there is already a
significant amount of high quality sequential software (usually referred as "legacy" software) that can
implement several of the EPPOD components. Thus, one research challenge addressed in this paper is to
identify parallel methodologies thal are capable of reusing most of the existing "legacy" software in
building a high performance EPPOD system. For this we have adopted a parallel methodology that it is
based on a decomposition of the geometric data suuctures associated with the FEM analysis (i.e., meshes)
and shape optimization (i.e., design variables) so that it satisfies certain criteria with respect to workload
partitioning and allocation on the targeted parallel machines. The parallelization of all the FEM modeling
phases is studied in Chapter 3. It involves parallel pre- and post-processing and run-time infrasuucture. In
Figure 2.1 we redefine the EPPOD system depicted in Figure 1.1 utilizing a parallel framework defined by
the geometric decomposition assumed. Its architecture is based on the two-level (local and global)
formulation of the shape optimization problem described in Chapter 4. It is worth noticing that part of the
shape optimization phase is incorporated in the modeling phase.
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Figure 2.1: The parallel version of the EPPOD system depicted in Figure 1.1.
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Xcontour : FEM Post-Processor Server
Figure 2,2: An instance of the EPPOD PSE software bus connecting the control interface window
and three modeling tools.
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2.2 The Software Architecture of the EPPOD PSE
The new generation of software that supports large scale component based applications will be
characterized by seamless dynamic integration of its components. In the case of EPPOD PSE this
integration is achieved by utilizing a software bus developed by Weerawarana [96]. An instance of this
software component is depicted in Figure 2.2 and its functionality described in [98][99][102][103]. The
new generation of application software will be driven through a very high level GUI interface with at least
some fonn of "computational intelligem" support for determining the user defined parameters [52][531-
Figure 2.3 depicts the software components needed for the optimal design of a mechanical part, their flow
of execution, together with an iconic view of its output. Each of these components is controlled and
supported by a Gill user interface and appropriate run-time libraries. The mesh spfjrring component is an
auxiliary component that supports the parallel processing of the modeling and optimization phases of the
prototyping process. In the following sections we briefly describe the functionality, options, and interfaces











Figure 2.3: The components of a demonstration EPPOD PSE and their output for the electronic
prototyping of an engine rod part implemented on a virtual distributed memory
machine environment.
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2.3 Geometry Specification Tool XXoX
Any design and simulation of a physical object stuns with the user completely specifying lhe problem on an
assumed initially geometry. There are many geomeuy modelers differing primarily in the geomeuy
representation scheme assumed. In the EPPOD system we have integrated the XoX [l06]{l07] and
PATRAN [76] geometry modeling systems. XoX is a solid modeling system based on the CSG
(Constructive Solid Geometry) representation of solid objects that consists of geometry and X-window
graphics libraries. We have buill an X-window interactive user interface for XoX [100] which is referred as
XXox. An instance of the XXoX is depicted in Figure 2.4. PATRAN is a general purpose 3-D computer
aided mechanical engineering software package that uses interactive graphics to link engineering design
and analysis. Its solid geometry editor is based on a surface representation of the solid. In the foHowing, we
describe the XXoX implemented functionality, its user interface, and its I/O interfaces.
2.3.1 User Interfaces
In XXoX, one can create 3-D primitive objects and 2-D oUllines of cross-sections and manipulate the
geometry by orienting, combining, cutting, and defonning the specified objects. XXoX functionality
includes:
Viewing: XXoX allows lhe application user to visualize geometric objects created using various points of
view. It provides a set of tools for managing window properties like zooming on a rectangular sub-region of
a window, centering the window to me defined pixel location, window viewing direction of eye point, and
illuminating shade of light sources. XXoX can be used to display 3-D geometric objects in a variety of
colors and rendering styles as shaded polygons or as wireframe meshes. The lOp of Figure 2.4 displays the
various available rendering slyles in XXoX.
Editing: Interactive syslems, such as ediLOrs and program development environments, allow users to
construcl and modify dala objects in real lime. XXoX supports the composition of objects through a
sequence of bUlton clicks and by emering dala inLO lhe associated dialog boxes or by using lhe specific
command language. Figure 2.5 displays lhe description of an engine part in lhe XXoX language and its
graphical view. There is a lext parser in XXoX to parse and recognize the inpul commands. Furthennore,
this parser is responsible for executing the relative actions and for updaling the corresponding button(s) and
dialog(s) actions. For inslance, if the user changes some inpul, such as Viewing Coordinates in lhe
Command Area, then XXoX is responsible for updating BUltons and Dialogs of Viewing Options. XXoX
pennits users lO reverse the effects of their past actions and to reslore an object to lhe previous Slale
utilizing UNDOIREDO commands. There is a scrolled History Area auached to the Command Area that
records all the input commands. Since XXoX will aUlomatically generate commands corresponding lO the
activities of the BUltons and Dialogs, and/or store those input commands from the Command Area, the
Hislory Area will always record all user responses in a historical list. In order to be more flexible, XXoX
maintains the histories for saving and/or retrieving batch files. Consequently, if the user finishes the
drawing and decides to save this result into a file, then XXoX will create a batch file that records all the
previous work. When the user retrieves the batch file, the same result is obtained without reconstructing the
drawing. Table 2.1 defines the current functionality of XXoX user interface.
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Figure 2.4: Several rendering styles supported by XXoX, the XXoX editing window, and exporting
views of lhe engine design to PATRAN and XPoly systems.
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cylinder! = cylinder(0,O,-0.52, [.56,1.04)
cylinder2 = cylindcr(0,0,-0.52,1.04, 1.04)
cylinder3 = cylinder(0,O,O,0.5,5.4)
box! = box(-0.26,-0.52,I .04,0.52,1.04,6.6)
rod = rotale(cylinderl-cylinder2,O,O,0,O,I,O,-90)
rod = rod I box! r trnns!ate(scale(rod, 1,0.5,0.5),0,0,8. 16)
rod = rod I translme(rolate(cylinder3,O,0,O,0, 1.0.-90).2.6,0,8. I6)
Figu['e 2.5: The description of an engine part in the XXoX language and its graphical view using
XoX graphics routines.
Class Function Description
File load object load the XoX format representation of the object
save object save the XoX format representation of the object
load polygon load the polygon format representation of the object
save polygon save the polygon format representation of the object
load batch load the XXoX CSG batch file
save batch save lhe XXoX CSG batch file
savePATRAN save the PATRAN peL batch file
save screen save the xprn fonnat of the drawing area
quil quit lhe XXoX modeler server
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Class Function Description
Edit undo undo previous action
,edo redo previous undo action
skip skip one action in undo list
copy copy object
delete delete object
clear all clear all objects
View paint selections of rendering styles
eye define viewing points of eye begin and eye end
light define viewing point of light source
Drawing Region center define the display center point
zooming display range selections of Zoom to all, Zoom by
clicking, Zoom twice, and Zoom half
Object Creation basic create primitive basic objects such as point, line, are,
circle, sheet, disc, box, sphere, cylinder, and cone
transform call CSG transformations such as scale, translate, and
rotate
boolean apply CSG boolean operations such as intersection,
union, and difference
Table 2.1: The functionality of XXoX interacti ve user interfaces.
2.3.2 110 Interfaces
XXoX supports standard and customized interfaces for communicating with other subsystems. It
transforms the XXoX geometry specification language to the corresponding PATRAN Command Language
(PCL). The bollom left window of Figure 2.4 displays the engine design in PATRAN which was specified
in XXoX. Moreover, XXoX supports the standard "surface polygon fonnal" for solids. The polygon format
contains information about surface triangulations of 3-D geometric objects. XXoX can generate and display
geometric objects in this formal as well. The bottom righl window of Figure 2.4 displays an objecl in this
format using the visualization tool XPoly.
2.4 Parallel Mesh Generation and the Splitting Tool
For the simulation of physical behavior of a geometric object, one needs to approximate the object by a grid
or mesh depending on the selected simulation technique. Unfortunately, the discretizauon of 3-D objects is
a difficult mathematical problem. Moreover, the requirement to adapt the mesh in certain subregions even
further complicates the mesh generation process. Current mesh generation technology is restricted in many
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respects and requires significant human interaction. In addition, the computational requirements are
prohibitively large, especially for 3-D objects and non-linear physical phenomena; this often involves
rapidly changing prototypes where the mesh has to be recomputed several times. Thus, the parallel
implementation of this component is well justified. Recent studies in [16][17][27J have shown that the
mesh can be used as an intermediate mechanism to map the underlying computations to parallel machines.
This parallelization approach is called geometry splitting or domain decompositioll and it requires the
decomposition of the mesh into load balanced subregions with small interface lengths, This mesh
decomposition problem is known 10 be NP-complete and finding a near optimum solutiOn is done through
appropriate heuristics, Therefore, its parallelization is recommended. It appears that there is a natural
interrelation between mesh generation and-mesh decomposition. By exploiting this interaction, we are able
to implement both the mesh and decomposition geometry preprocessing components in an integrated way
on a message passing machine computational environment. In Chapter 3, we formulate. implement and
analyze this preprocessing phase of the parallel electronic prototyping process proposed in this paper.
Figure 2.6 depicts the five mesh generation and decomposition steps for a 2-D mechanical part and a 4-
processor machine configuration, In the following, we describe the user interface and the software bus
interface of this tool [104][105J.
----------------~
.. .. .. ... . ...~








Step 3. A linking routine to ronn
the new subdomain boundaries
is eal1ed.
Step I. An adaptive mesh
algorilhm is invoked to generate
an initial "coarse" mesh,
Stcp 4, The mesh algorithm of
step I is applied to generate a








Step 2. A scheme to split the
initial mesh into cqual-sized
subdomains is applied.
, ;1,
Slep 5. An optimal mesh
splitting scheme to minimize the
bisection width is applied.
Figure 2.6: A five-step methodology for parallel mesh generation and decomposition,
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GUI for Mesh Generation
& Mesh Splitting
Figure 2.7: Two instances of the main control window of the mesh generation and splitting tool
displaying triangular and quadrilateral meshes and their 4-way partitioning. Dialog
boxes for mesh splitting and integrated mesh generation and splitting are included. The
structure of the finite elemem equations corresponding to these meshes and
decompositions are displayed on separate windows.
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2.4.1 User Interfaces
Figure 2.7 displays the user interface (i.e., windows and dialog boxes) for mesh generation, decomposition,
and their visualization. In addition, this figure includes dialog boxes for lhe selection of mesh and
decomposition options and the specification of their parameters. The editing window consists of several
sections corresponding to the file and window mOJlagemelll mellu bar, visualization and manllal mode
bl/lto" panel, commaJld area, grid/mesh generation button panel, decompositioll bUt/OIl panel, optimization
buttoll pOllef, and mesh/decomposition display area. Table 2.2 lists all the 0pfions supported by the current
implememaLion of the main editor of this tool. Some of these options are explicitly defined in Chapter 3
together wilh their effect on the parallel prototyping process.
Class Function Description
File new object initialize a new object and clear the drawing window
load polygon load the polygon format representation of the object
save polygon save the polygon format representation of the object
load mesh load the neutral format representation of the mesh
save mesh save the neutral format representation of the mesh
save mesh screen save the xpm format of the mesh drawing area
save sparse matrix save the xpm format of the sparse malrix drawing area
quit quit the Xmesh2D mesh generation server
Edit refine mesh locally or globally refine mesh
sparse matrix show the window of sparse matrix
Option scale selections of uniform scale, snap to scale, and change
mouse scale
node display display options for background quaduee grid, mesh
nodes, and center of mass of mesh elements
element display display options for filled elements, shrunk elements,
and change shrunk factor
color color selection of the mesh partitioning
Drawing Region range define lhe drawing bound [XI, }', -x2. Y2]
zooming display range selections of zoom to all, zoom by click-
ing, zoom twice, and zoom half
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Class Function Dcscdption
Mesh Generation background grid create the quadtree data structure that defines the node
distribution
element mesh (["iangular or quadrilateral element meshes are gener-
ated by connecting the precomputed nodes
mesh smoothing adjust the node distribution
side swapping adjust the element distribution
Mesh Decomposition no. of subdomains number of subdomains for mesh decomposition
type select either element-wise or node-wise decomposi-
tion
heuristic splitting algorithm selection among neighborhood
search schemes, eigenvector spectral search, and coor-
dinate axis splitting
refined scheme define KL factor fk and search space for KL refined
mesh splitting algorithm
Boundary Linking transfonn type select schemes to transfonn the node-wise partitioning
to an element-wise one
Parallel Mesh Generation scheme select scheme for various implementations
refine depth define the refine depth for parallel mesh generation
mesh smoothing define no. of local and global mesh smoothing
side swapping define no. of local and global mesh swapping
Refined Decomposition refined scheme define KL factor fk and search space for KL refined
mesh splitting algorithm
Table 2.2: The functionality ofXmesh2D (the FEM pre-processor server) interactive user interfaces.
2.4.2 YO Interfaces
Standard 110 interfaces among supported and integrated tools and library modules is one of the main design
goals of the EPPOD software architecture. In the case of mesh generation and decomposition. we have
followed CAD standards for discrete geometric data exchange. These are the Ileurral and polygoll file
formats. Figure 2.8 displays dala files in these fonnats for the mesh generation and decomposition data
displayed in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.8: The neutral and polygon files fonnalS.
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2.5 The Domain Decomposition Framework for Structural Analysis
We have already noted that there is a lot of high quality sequential software for electronic prototyping that
can be utilized to support the building of customized EPPOD problem solving environmenls.
Thus, it is necessary to develop a parallel methodology that utilizes (reuses) this software without
significant modification. The parallel mesh and mesh splitting infrastructure together with the parallel
algebraic solvers we have developed [60] allows us to implement a reuse parallel methodology that is based
on an "optimum" mesh splitting. This approach is described in Figure 2.9 and can be implemented either on
a continuous decomposition of the mathematical model governing the physics of the object or the
discretized data srructures of the numerical method used to approximate the solution of the continuous
model.
We have created a software framework or template that implements the above methodology. This allows
the user to call any sequential code to carry out the discretization of the mathematical model defined in
each subdomain with appropriate conditions on the interface, which guarantees that the interface equations
are equivalent to the interior equations of the global mesh for the interface elements or nodal points. These
interface conditions depend on whether one uses element-wise or node-wise mesh splitting. In some
instances (i.e., node-wise splitting) an additional communication step is required to complete the generation
of me algebraic equations. This approach allows the utilization of the discretization pan of the code whose
generation requires high level knowledge of the mathematical models involved and their efficient
approximation. Further discussion of the reuse methodologies can be found in [51].
2.6 The Parallel Shape Optimization Framework
Shape optimization based elecrronic prototyping is part of any future scenario for intelligent manufacturing
[20][43]. Unfortunately, the resulting optimization problems can be prohibitively large. Moreover, it is
known that most of the optimization problems belong to the class of "hard" problems. Thus, seeking
parallel methods for their solution is well justified [22J[23][25][54][87J. The idea of divide and conquer is
already used to approximate the solution of large optimization problems sequentially. This suggests that it
might be more efficient to decouple the system into several smaller subsystems, optimize them locally and
in parallel, and then approximate the global solution by coordinating some form of global optimization on
the interfaces of the subsystems. This approach is referred to as a two-level scheme. In general, an
optimization problem involving many variables and constraints cannot be decomposed into independent
subproblems that can be independently optimized. However, lhe above described problem decomposition
approach yields good approximations to lhe global minimum while allowing the parallel application of
shape optimization on local subsystems. The effectiveness of the two-level scheme comes from the inherent
parallelism in modeling physical objects. The analysis and shape optimization are implemented using the
parallel mesh and mesh splitting tool and its algorilhmic infrastructure. For me shape optimization problem.
we are developing two-level semi-optimal algorithms based on local and global mesh and decomposition
data. Figure 2.1 indicates me two-level approach in relation with the rest of the electronic protOlyping
components. In Chapter 4, we present the detailed formulation of the two-level scheme. For the solution of
the local and global optimization problems, we utilize the sequential ADS (Automated Design Synthesis)
[78][92][93][94] software package build primarily to handle shape optimization applications. Figure 2.10
summarizes the ADS algorithms.
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Figure 2.9: A dynamic and a static parallel methodologies based on geometry splilting.
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1. Sequential minimization using the exterior
O. None penallY function method
I. Sequential Linear Programming 2. Sequential minimization using the linear
2. Method of Centers (method of inscribed extended interior penalty function method
hyperspheres) 3. Sequential minimization using the quadratic
3. Sequential Quadratic Programming extended interior penallY function mcthod
4. Sequcntial Convex Programming 4. Sequential minimization using the cubic
extended interior penalty function method
5. Augmented Lagrange Multiplier metbod
+
Select Optimizer:
Select Optimizer: I. Fletcher-Reeves algorithm
1. Method of Feasible Dircctions (MFD) 2. Davidon-F1etcher-Powell (DFP) variable
metric method
2. Modified Method of Feasible Directions
3. Broydon-Flelcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) variable metric method
t
Select One-Dimensional Search Melhod:
1. Find the minimum using the Golden Section metbod
2. Find the minimum using the Golden Section method.
followcd by Polynomial Interpolation
3. Find the minimum by first Finding Bounds and then using
Polynomial Interpolation
4. Find the minimum by Polynomial InterpolationJ
Extrapolation without first Finding Bounds on the solution
Figure 2.10: The ADS (Automated Design Synthesis) [78][92][93][94] sequenlial optimization
system.
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2.7 The EPPOD Object Manager
We are currently building an instance of an EPPOD system for me design of physical parts. Figure 2.11
indicates the flow diagram of the optimum design process realized and the interactions of the various
components in the EPPOD system. The components have been implemented in C and FORTRAN
languages while their aUI user interfaces are built using Motif and X-windows tools. The integration of the
various components is done by using the client/server paradigm [9][1OJ[65].
( Start ") FEM Pre-Processor
Mesh Generation
Domain Decomposition
-.,.If Restart (X- Windows Server)t No y"



















Yes y" FEM Post·Processor
FEM mesh Display
( Pause) ( Stop FEM con/ollr Display
FEA resuU De[onnmion Display
(X-Windows Server)
Figure 2.11: The flow diagram of the implemented demonsLration of EPPOD PSE.
For a given structural shape optImIzation problem, it is difficuh to choose the best combination of
algorithms to apply with the ADS program. In the EPPOD system, we have friendly. interactive user
interfaces to let the designer select the allowed incorporated options such as optimizers. strategies. and one·
dimensional search methods supported in the ADS program.
Table 2.3 lists all the options supported by the implementation of the EPPOD object manager tool. These
options are explicitly defined in Chapter 4 together with their effect in the parallel prototyping process.
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Class Function Description
File new object initialize a new object and clear the drawing window
load polygon load the polygon fonnat representation of the object
save polygon save me polygon format representation of the object
load design load the definition of shape design variables and
boundary conditions
save design save the definition of shape design variables and
boundary conditions
save mesh save the neutral format representation of the mesh
save screen save the xpm format of the drawing area
quit quit the EPPOD objecl manager
Edit clear B.C. clear boundary conditions
clear design clear design variables
adjust design manually adjusl me values of design variables
property define the material properties such as Young's modu-
lus, Poisson's ratio, shear modulus, mass density, and
thickness
Drawing Region range define the drawing bound [xf' Yf- x2' )'2]
zooming display range selections of zoom to all, zoom by click-
ing, zoom twice, and zoom half
Option scale selections ofunifonn scale, snap to scale, and change
mouse scale
node display display options for mesh nodes, and center of mass of
mesh elements
element display display options for filled elements, shrunk elements,
and change shrunk factor
color color selection of the mesh partitioning
Mesh Generation server seleCl server of mesh generation
typo lriangular or quadrilateral element meshes
mesh smoothing adjust the node distribution
side swapping adjust me element distribution
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Class Function Description
Finite Element Analysis server select server of finite element analysis
element/node type select the mesh element topology supponed (TRI3,
TRI4. TRI6. TRI7. TRI9. TRII3. QUAD4. QUADS.
QUAD8. QUAD9. QUADI2. QUADI6)
method select available solving methods in server
Shape Optimization constraints define the optimization constraint for structural prob-
lem such as max. displacement, max. stress, max.
compression, max. extension, and max. shear force
re-mesh re-generate mesh or adjust node distribution only
pause pause for each optimal iteration
no. of processors define available number of processors
M.e. options for model coordination method such as no. of
subdomains, partitioning strategies, and tennination
criteria of local optimization
ADS select ADS options such as optimizers, strategies, and
one-dimensional search methods
Visualization display display contour line or rendering image
type display types such as displacement (x, y, xy), stress (x,
y, xy), or shear (xy)
step define contour step or contour interval
Table 2.3: The functionality of EPPOD (the electronic prototyping object manager) interactive user
interfaces.
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Table 2.4 lists all the options supported by the implementation of the FEM processor server Vecfem.
Class Function Description
File quit quillhe Vecfem finite element analysis server
Parameter property define the material properties such as Young's modu-
lus, Poisson's ratio
lolerance define the error tolerance
method selection of solving methods
neutral file define the input neutral format file that contains infor-
malion of mesh, nodal force. and boundary displace-
ment
displacement file define the output neulral fonnal file for the finite ele-
ment analysis result of displacement
stress file define the output neutral fonnat file for the finite ele-
ment analysis result of stress and shear force
dimension problem dimension, 2-D or 3-D finite element problem
Table 2.4: The functionality ofVecfem (the FEM processor server) interaclive user interfaces.
Table 2.5 lists all the options supported by the implementation of the FEM post-processor server Xcontour.
Class Function Description
File load load the neutral formal representation of the mesh ele-
ment, displacement resull, and suess result files
save screen save the xpm format of the drawing area
quit quit lhe Xcontour visualization server
Edit type display types such as displacement (x, y, xy), stress (x,
y, xy), or shear (xy)
step define contour step or contour interval
range aUiomaticalIy or manually define the upper and lower
bounds of contour range
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Class Function Description
Option scale selections of uniform scale or full window
region automatically or manually define the drawing bound
[xl' YI -Xz, yz]
display display contour line or rendering image
boundary display deformed or undeformed boundary
mesh display deformed or undeformed mesh
contour display deformed or undeformed contour line or ren-
dering image
deform scale define the factor of deform scale
no. color automatically or manually define the number of color
color spectrum define values of available color spectrum such as hue,
saturation, intensity, and bandwidth
display mesh mesh display options for node no., element no., nodal
force, and nodal displacement
font select textual fonts
Table 2.5: The funclionality of Xcontour (the FEM post-processor server) interactive user interfaces.
In the EPPOD Plug 11 Play computing environment, output from one application server can be transparently
used as input to other application servers. The X-Windows interfaces support reusability by exchanging and
combining data from different FEM servers. It makes configuring software applications as simple as
connecting devices to the integrated system to share results because their respecti ve data formats are in
agreement Therefore, data produced by one program can be used as input to an application from other
vendor without manual reformatting. The reusability interfaces of the application are shown in Figure 2.2.
These modify external computational programs, on-line or off-line, by accessing the data model directly for
I/O. In the system, various participating servers mUSL collaborate on the underlying conceptual prototype.
The underlying communication can be either off-line with external file formats such as neutral and polygon
descriptors, or on-line with PDEBus (PDELab software bus) that attempts to emulate the hardware bus
mechanism. In both cases, application servers register their "exported" communication with the software
bus. The software bus provides interactive translations for homogeneous and heterogeneous execution
environments. Therefore, the participant servers can interact with each other without having categorical
information about each other.
The EPPOD Plug 11 Play approach helps users build their problem solving environment more quickly and
consistently for accurate design results. Furthermore, dynamic configurability and expandability make the
EPPOD system responsive to today's increasingly flexible work force.
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Generation and Decomposition
The problem of finite element mesh generalion, especially for three dimensional regions, is a well-known
hard problem that has occupied the attention of many researchers for a long time. Although significant
progress has been made in devising solutions for certain classes of geometric domains
[16][17][52]{53][60J, its solution for general domains is still an open issue. The need (0 generate finite
element meshes quickly is a common requirement of most compulalional fields and it is an inherent
requirement of any adaptive process. Therefore, the need for developing parallel mesh generation
techniques is well justified. Several of the proposed parallel solution methodologies for finite element
equations are based on the partitioning of the corresponding geometric data and their mapping on to the
target parallel architecture. Specifically, for message passing machines, the proposed parallel
methodologies are based on some "optimal" decomposition of the associated finite element mesh. A
formulation of this approach and a description of several mesh decomposition algorithms can be found in
[17][27]. The disadvantage of this approach is the fact that the associated partitioning problem is NP·
complete for general regions. Even for the case of polynomial time solutions, the degree of the polynomial
is too high [91] to have practical imponance. Thus, the parallelization of the mesh partitioning phase is also
necessary.
In this chapter we present a parallel methodology that addresses the parallel solution of the mesh generation
and decomposition problems simultaneously. In addition, we report the performance of its implementation
on the nCUBE II machine for realistic two dimensional domains. This chapter is organized as follows:
Section 3.1 presents the steps of the proposed parallel mesh generation and decomposition methodology.
Section 3.2 discusses the approach used for mesh generation and gives several justifications for its
selection. Section 3.3 discusses the decomposition techniques implemented for the partiLioning of the
background mesh. Section 3.4 defines the subdomain boundary linking phase. The generation of the final
mesh and its decomposition are discussed in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6. A preliminary performance
evaluaLion of this approach is presented in Section 3.7 together with a discussion of the results.
3.1 A Methodology for Parallel Mesh Generation and Decomposition
The problems of mesh generation and mesh partitioning have been addressed by many researchers. In this
section we present the formulation of a parallel methodology for solving these two problems
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simultaneously. Figure 3.1 depicts the outline of this methodology for a 2-D region and a 4-processor
machine configuration. It consists of five phases thaI can be described as follows:
1. Generation of a coarse background mesh. In this step we generate an initial "coarse" adaptive
mesh that we call the background mesh. This initial mesh is used to split the given domain into
"equivalent" subdomains and !o generate, in parallel. a refinement of the initial mesh in each
subdomain (processor). The method used to generate the initial mesh and its local refinements is
based on the quadtree approach. The implementation of this phase is described in Section 3.2.
2. Partitioning of tile background mesll. An "optimal" partitioning of the initial mesh is generated.
Some of the partitioning criteria applied include load balancing, minimum interface length. and
aspecl ratio. Several mesh decomposition schemes are supported; these are discussed in Section
3.3.
3. Formulo.tion of the subdomain boundaries. For parallel mesh generation, the subdomain
boundaries have to be identified and formed from the mesh decomposition data.
4. Parallel mes!, refinement. An adaptive quadrree based mesh refinement scheme is applied in each
subdomain. The use of the quadtree node distribution data structure allows the determination of
node refinement before actual node generation. Therefore, communication between the processors
is reduced 10 a minimum.
5. Refinement of initial domain decomposition. After mesh refinement. subdomnin interfaces may
be large, even with a perfect partitioning of the initial mesh. In this phase the initial partitioning is











3. A linking routine 10 form the new subdomain boundaries is called.
4. The mesh algo-
rithm of slep I is
applied 10 generate








Figure 3.1: A methodology for parallel mesh generation and decomposition.
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Figure 3.2: User interfaces for the mesh generation and decomposition methodology defined in
Figure 3.1. The windows in the left column depict the structure of the finite element
matrix associated with the corresponding mesh decomposition shown in the right
column.
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Next, we describe the implemenlation of the above five phases and the needed algorithmic infrastructure.
The user interfaces of the software LOol that suppons the above methodology is depicted in Figure 3.2 and
are described in [98][99].
3.2 The Initial Refinable Background Mesh Generation Phase
Two of the most often used groups of adaptive methods for generation of unstructured meshes are based on
advancing front and qlladtreeJocrree techniques. The methods in the first group [13][59][69][81] are
applied on the specified or computed boundaries. In contrast with the first group, the methods of the second
group are applied on an initial coarse mesh that is modified by repeated refinement. For the implementation
of these methods in the last group, a quadtreeloctree data structure is used. A general discussion of these
schemes can be found in [15]. A qualitative comparison of these two groups of methods indicates that the
quad tree approach can:
1. Automatically derive its input from the geometric infonnation given. Unlike the advancing front
algorithms, where users need to specify node distribution infonnation on the object's boundary,
the quadtree method can automatically divide the domain into a tree structure that depends on the
object's geometry. Its critical state is (0 maintain all the subregions simple (i.e., each subregion
contains only one polygon venex or one polygon segment) [98].
2. Easily manage the smoothness on the outer boundary and in the inside of the object. Since the
quadtree maintains the adjacency density ratio to be I12 (i.e., difference of the tree levels between
neighbors is always no larger than one [82)[84][85]), it maintains the adaptive node distribution
not only on the outer boundary of objects but also in the internal region of objects. Therefore, it
provides a global smooth node distribution when generating element meshes.
3. Suppon adaptation easily. It is nonnal to refine the whole domain globally or subregions locally.
That is, the quadtree algorithm supports a totally controlled tree data structure that decides the
node distribution. Therefore, the adaptive finite element process is easy, and a user specified
refined region is possible.
4. Support the implementation of dynamic mesh decomposition. Most parallel solvers are equated on
the node-distribution. while the common adaptive refinements, such as h-refinement and p-
refinement, adjust the element-<:Iensity. Hence, dynamic decomposition becomes difficult in both
theory and practice. Using the well-defined quadtree data structure, "refine by node" becomes
possible, and hence it is natural to pursue dynamic decomposition.
5. Be efficiently parallelized since it allows the refinement strategy to be formulated before the actual
generation of elements. Because of the refining property, it has global node distribution
information before generating element meshes in parallel. This characteristic can reduce the
communication between processor nodes to a minimum.
We have decided to implement the quadtree approach in all phases of mesh generation approach proposed
in this paper. For completeness, we next describe the steps of this approach and indicate the various options
currently available in the system. These steps are:
Step t. Decompose domain imo qlwdrree dara structure: We have implemented the quaduee scheme
proposed in [83J that defines the node distribution on its related hierarchical data structure. We
create the data structure during the generation of the initial background mesh and maintain it
during local or global refinement.
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Gellerare elemenr mesh: In this step, triangular or quadrilateral element meshes are generated by
connecting the precomputed nodes in the previous phase. Figure 3.3 indicates the topology of
elements that are currently supponed. The available adaptive refinements include: (I) e1ement-
wise strategies consisting of regular division and bisection as shown in Figure 3.4 [74][108],
and (2) node-wise strategies implemented by using the well-defined quadlree data structure.
Figure 3.5 depicts an example of a node-wise refinement.3 3 3 3 3 3
16 I~ ~ I~ GI 9 45 .,I 4 ,, , 4 , ,
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Figure 3.3: Mesh element topology supported by the current parallel quadtree implementation.
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In this step we have adopted the so-called Ilel/frat fife output lonTlaf [76] for the element mesh.
Examples of this interface are shown in Figure 3.6.
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-
Figure 3.6: Neutral file interface for different e1emem topology with PATRAN.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Adjust generated mesh: One of the difficulties in unstructured FEM mesh generation is to avoid
degenerate elements in certain regions. The usual way to solve this problem is to adjust the
element and node distribution. This adjustment includes mesh smoothing and side swapping.
Maintain adjacency lists: Four types of adjacency lists are maintained in the process of mesh
generation [19]. They include node-node adjacency, node-element adjacency, element-node
adjacency, and element-element adjacency.
3.3 The Background Mesh Partitioning Phase
The fonnulation and implementation of this phase is done at the topological graph level of the finite
element mesh G = (V, E) of a domain .Q, where V denotes the set of elements or nodes and E is the set of
edges of G that represent the connectivity of the vertices V with its neighbors. In this section we describe a
number of heuristics for the element-wise or node-wise panitioning of finite element meshes (i.e., graph G)
that we have implemented and evaluated in the context of the proposed parallel mesh generation and
decomposition strategy. For this, we first introduce some notation and the panitioning criteria. Throughout,
we denote by dv the number of vertices adjacent to each vertex v of V. D = (D;) the partitioning of G or
domain .Q, Ns the set of subdomains in D, and IVI = Nn or Nit the size of the mesh or graph G. The
optimality criteria applied is load balancillg (the subdomains are of almost equal size), mil/imrlm imerface
length (minimum number of common edges or nodes between subdomains), and minimum subdomail/
cOl/nectivity [28].
3.3.1 Neighborhood Search Schemes
First we have implemented a class of enumerative heuristics that are based on some neighborhood search
scheme utilizing the connectivity infonnation of the mesh graph G. For these schemes, the partitioning of G
is equivalent to the construction of a lraversal tree from graph G. Two well-known neighborhood search
schemes, Depth-First Searc11 (DFS) and Bread/h-Firsl Search (BPS) have been considered [6]. If the
traversal order scheme remains fixed for the entire mesh graph G, then the searching strategy is called strip-
wise. If the traversal order is allowed to change after the fonnulation of each subdomain, then the search is
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called domaill-wise [26]. The optimality of these searching strategies depends on the starting vertex. It is
usually selected as the one with minimum degree of connectivity that usually coincides with a boundary
node or element. The criterion for evaluating the optimality of lhe partitioning obtained by lhe above
schemes is the bandwidth (IV) [l] [2] [3][56] [79] of the coefficient of the associated finite element matrix. It
has been shown [27] that the maximum partitioning interface C is given by the formula C = (Ns · w) I Nil"
A common search strategy that yields partitionings corresponding to finite element matrices with small
bandwidth or profile is called pseudo-peripheral 1/ode (pPN) [36][37][72][77]. The basic idea is to
minimize the maximum width w, or to maximize the depth of the traversal tree, since the bandwidth of the
sparse matrix is between wand 2w-1. A common disadvantage of neighborhood searching strategies is that
they often produce disconnected subdomains. One way to prevent this from happening is to follow a
traversal order lhat is based on the degree of connectivity of the graph G [18]. A well-known ordering
scheme is the Rever:'ie Cwhill·McKee (ReM) [14][35].
3.3.2 Eigenvector Spectral Search (ESS)
According to this search the vertices V are visited in the order defined by an eigenvector of the Laplacian
matrix L(G) of the graph G. The elements of L(G) [7] are defined as follows:
[
-I
L ij = ~j
if(v;, v) e E
ifi =j, where dr is the degree afv;
athenvise.
(3.1)
Ifwe assign a discrete value variable xi to each vertex of V; then lhe partitioning problem can be formulated





Fielder [29][30](31] recognized lhat the second eigenvector of L represents a good measure of the
connectivity of graph G. Hendrickson [47] considered combining the use of other eigenvectors to reduce
the computing cost and the communication overhead. He introduced the spectral quodriseclion and
spectral octosectioll schemes. For improving the performance of the ESS scheme, a multilevel
implementation of ESS that involves additional steps such as contraction, inlerpolat..ion and refinement has
been introduced. These search procedures can be applied in strip-wise and domain-wise form.
A recursive. domain-wise implementation of the ESS heuristic (RSB) is presented in [88]. A strip-wise
implementation of ESS is described in [95J. A multilevel implementation of :MRSB appeared in [7]. We
have implemented and evaluated the :MRSB scheme.
3.3.3 Coordinate Axis Splitting
This is another class of enumerative schemes whose main characteristic is that they ignore the connectivity
information of the mesh graph G. We have implemented three such schemes. They are based on coordinate
sorting and partitioning along Cartesian, polar, and symmetric inertial axes of the graph G.
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Cartesian axis splitting: In mese schemes me Cartesian coordinates of the mesh nodes or the element
center of mass are soned and split along each axis. We have non-recursive and recursive implementations
in both strip-wise and domain-wise forms. In the case of recursive schemes the bisection direction can vary
for each recursive step. One can choose this direction by splitting along the longest expansion, which can
be easily determined [88]. We have implemented a version of this scheme that compares the
"communication cosC' of the produced partitioning in both possible directions and chooses the one
corresponding to less costs. This scheme is referred as the local oplimum and turns out to be more
expensive than the previous one but gives more accurate partitionings.
Polar/spherical axis splitting: Their basic idea is similar to Canesian axis splitting schemes. In the polar!
spherical axis partitioning schemes, lhe sorting of lhe coordinates of nodes or element center of mass is
done along the R, 8, and Z/a axes. In addition to the available options in Canesian axis splitting schemes,
the origin point can be selected as either center of inertia or center of mass. An implementation of this
scheme is described in [71].
Due to the periodicity of the Cartesian to polar coordinates transformations, these schemes can produce
disconnected subdomains with high probability. In our implementation of this scheme this is avoided by
appropriate angle shifting.
Inertia axis splitting: This scheme first computes the main symmetry axis from the node coordinates of the
mesh or the coordinates of element mass [71]. Then, it splits the domain into several subdomains along this
axis. It repeats this slep until the predefined number of subdomains is reached. The symmetry axis is
obtained by computing the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the inertia matrix I = ATA
[97),
(3.3)
where A is the malrix of the mesh coordinates. We have implemented this scheme both in strip-wise and
domain-wise forms. The domain-wise version is based on the recursive bisection approach. An alternative
way to compule the main symmetry axis is lo use any of the three eigenvectors of the following inertia
matrix:
(3.4)
As it turns oUl thal the eigenvalues and eigenveclors of I and r are relaled [27]. In addition to the axis, the
user has lo specify its origin. In our implemenlalion, this can be selecled either as the mesh center of inenia
or its center of mass.
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3.3.4 Extensions to Mesh Splitting Algorithms
In the above described algorithms. we have made several extensions that tend to improve the final mesh
decomposition. For bisection algorithms. we have developed a local and global modification scheme
operating on the set of cutting edges. This scheme attempts to "smooth" the boundary between each
subdomain and to reduce the inter-node communication or improve the load balancing. A more general
fonnulation of the load balancing problem is to assume a non-uniform computation per node [68]. In our
implementation, we considered a weighted load balancing scheme. Most of the implementaLions of mesh
decomposition algorithms assume that the number of subdomains is a power of lWo. Our implementations
are free of this restricLion.
3.4 The Subdomain Boundary Linking Phase
The most natural way to link the new boundaries of subdomains is to partition the mesh of the geometric
object element-wise before linking. In case of node-wise partitioning the linking routine transforms the
node-wise partitioning to an element-wise one. In some instances, the partiLioning schemes might generate
disconnected subdomains and additional holes. To eliminate these side effects. some refinement
decomposition algorithm, to be discussed later, is applied on the initial partitioning before linking. After the
refined mesh decomposition, the linking routine connects the new boundary for each subdomain before
proceeding with the final mesh generation in parallel. This is accomplished by separating the outer
boundary polygon from the hole polygon(s) [98][99] using the element-element adjacency list to identify
the boundary elemem and the node-element adjacency list to locate the next boundary element.
3.5 Parallel Mesh Generation
Various strategies have been proposed for parallel mesh generation. One str.J.tegy [70J is to generate the
mesh of each subdomain in parallel and generate the mesh of the inter-subdomain region sequentially. In
this strategy communication between processor nodes is required for the generation of the inter-subdomain
mesh. Moreover, the generated mesh in each subdoma.in does not always have a globally smooth node
distribution. In our approach, we have selected the quadtree data structure to supervise the node
distribution. Thus, it is easy and efficient to refine it globally before generating the mesh in parallel.
Therefore. there is no need for communication between processors during the generation of the parallel
mesh. Furthermore, the global smoothness of the node distribution assures more uniform mesh elements. In
addition, we can use the same algorithm as the sequential mesh generator to generate the unstructured mesh
on each subdomain in parallel. Similarly, the parallel local mesh smoothing and side swapping can be done
by the use of sequential global mesh smoothing and side swapping. Thus, our approach resembles the
operation of existing sequential mesh generation codes. Figure 3.7 depicts a block view of the implemented
parallel mesh generation approach.
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Figure 3.7: A Slralegy for a parallel final mesh generation of domain n. based on a given coarse
background mesh of n. and an initial decomposition.
3.6 Refinement of the Initial Decomposition Phase
The refined parallel mesh obtained by lhe parallel phase described in Section 3.3 is decomposed according
to the initial partitioning considered for the background mesh. In general. this decomposition is unbalanced
and the interface length is not minimum. Thus, il must be approprialely refined.
Kemighan-Lin algorithm (KL): This scheme attempts to locate tlie besl k exchange pairs of nodes
(elements) among two subdomains using the sum of the first k best gains to search for the best set of
exchange pairs of gains based on some cost function. This searching procedure may continue even though
some local gains are negative. In order 10 make the improvement as large as possible, this scheme might be
forced lo visit all possible pairs, with considerable increase in the execution time [58][66].
(Max. gain) + (2nd Max. gaill) + (3rd Max. gain) + + (Min. gain)
I" ~I
usually. k steps Oflhc maximum gain < 0.05 Nil'
Our experiments indicate that the ratio Tk = k I N n is usually less than 0.05. This implies that KL is allowed
to make significant redundant work. The KL algorithm can be speeded up by controlling the factor Tk' In
our implementation of KL. we reslricl the searching for the besl k exchange pairs below Ilk = fk . Nil where
fk is a user defined factor.
I" restrict the searching beloW Ilk = It . N".
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For the test results presented in Section 3.7, the factor ik = 0.05 was used. This gives a speedup more than
300 over the KL withik = 1. Moreover, because of the property of the connected graph, the KL swapping
nodes are usually the interface nodes between two subdomains. Hence, for a good initial partitioning, it is
sufficient to check the boundary nodes.
After parallel mesh generation, the number of element meshes generated by the parallel scheme in each
subdomain may be different. One way to reduce the cost of unbalancing is to move the extra nodes from the
larger set to the smaller set before the KL scheme. We choose to move nodes only on the subdomain
interface, with the maximum cost, to avoid the creating a disconnected graph. Since the same cost function
is used in bOlh the balancing process and the KL scheme, this combination can easily reduce the computing
and development cost in a natural way.
For the partitioning optimization of multiple subdomains, we have implemented a multi-domain refinement
scheme that repeatedly selects paif5 of subsets until no further swapping is needed.
Simulated alll/ealing based algorir/mL'i: The simulated annealing (SA) algorithm [61J is an optimization
approach that auempts to prevent a poor local optimum by allowing an occasional uphill move based on
some probabilistic strategy. In general, SA converges very slowly and it is not applicable for large meshes.
We have implemented the double loop modification suggested in [57][80] that usually converges faster.
Another variation of SA is the so-called stochasric evolwioll (SE) algorithm. This scheme allows the uphill
move probability to be updated whenever it is necessary. To prevent the SA searching procedure from
becoming cyclically stuck, a list of predefined forbidden moves has been introduced. This list is called the
Tabu Jist and the scheme Tabu search [48]. TIlls list is constantly updated and its size affects the
performance of the search. A size of 7 is suggested in [38] [48].
Most of the above heuristics are hard to parallelize. To overcome this difficulty a parallel search heuristic
(MOB) was introduced in [86]. Its basic idea is to swap large numbers of nodes between two subdomains.
All of the above algorithms are described in [101].
3.7 Performance of Parallel Mesh Generation and Decomposition
To test the performance of the proposed parallel mesh generation and decomposition approach, we have
selected several geometric objects induding the engine rod head (Figure 3.1), engine cap (Figure 3.80.),
engine axis (Figure 3.8b), and torque ann (Figure 3.8c). The software realizing this approach was run on
the nCUBE II, Intel Paragon, Intel iPSCf860, and two clustef5 of workstations. The perfonnance of the
parallel mesh generator is measured in tenns of fixed speedup, processor urilizario1l. comnlllllicario1l
over/lead, and synchronization over/lead (idle processor time) [33][34][44][45][46]. The last three
indicators were estimated using the ParaGraph tool. The performance of the parallel decomposition phase is
measured in terms of the satisfiability of the load balancing, illlerface length, sllbdomain connectivity, and
ba1ldwidrh of diagonal submatrices in the corresponding finite element matrix obtained using linear
triangular elements. In the following, we present the results of this study.
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(a) Engine Cap
Perfonnance of the Mesh Splitting Algorithm
(b) Engine Axis (c) Torque Arm
Figure 3.8: The geometric objects considered in lhe performance evaluation of parallel mesh and
decomposition approach include (a) engine cap. (b) engine axis, and (c) torque arm.
3.7.1 Performance of the Mesh Splitting Algorithm
The objectives of all mesh splitting algorirhms considered in lhis study include load balallcing. minimulII
imerface length, minimum number of illterpartitiolli/lg bou/ldary vertices (IBV) [95J. and minimum
subdomai/l cOTlllectivity. Several formulations of lhese panitioning optimality criteria have been proposed.
We have adopted the most common way of measuring lhese panilioning indicators where (1) load
balancing is measured by
i =J, ..., Ns )=J• ...• Ns i'l-j (3.5)
where Ni and Nj denote the number of nodes in subdomains i and).







'.) i =J, ... , N.~
j=J•...,Ns
)=J, ...• N.r i "')
(3.6)
(3.7)
where Gij denotes the number of common edges or nodes between subdomains i and j.
and (3) the subdomain cOll1lectiviry is computed by
maX[Nb ~ c).J £.J I.J
i; I
) = J• ...• Ns (3.8)
where NbJ denotes the number of neighboring subdomains of subdomain).
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Also, the effect of these optimality panitioning criteria can been seen at me SlrUcture of the corresponding
finite element matrix K. For example load balancing assures a unifonn row partitioning of the matrix K,
minimum interface length implies mat me interface unknown vector is of minimum length, the minimum
subdomain connectivity guarantees the minimum number of non-diagonal submatrices. Similarly, the
ordering of the elements in each subdomain detennines the bandwidth of each diagonal submatrix of K,
which we considered as the fourth partitioning criterion. In Figure 3.9, we display the values of the
objective functions corresponding to the above criteria for several meshes oflwo geometric objects.
From Figure 3.9a and the rest of the data in [101), we conclude thal MRSB is me most expensive (in tenns
of the CPU time requirement) while the costs of the resl vary within a relatively small time interval
independently of the mesh size. Figure 3.9b suggests mat CLO, PLO, CLE, and MRSB produce equivalent
partitionings with respeclto the interface lengm criterion. The rest of me heuristic partitionings have higher
interface length with RCM having the highest. Greedy and Illert partitionings usually have higher
subdomain connectivity than the rest. The RCM and Inert partitionings have higher mv than the rest,
especially for finer meshes. With respecl to the bandwidm criterion, RCM and II/ert schemes arc the worst.
Figure 3.10 depicts various panitionings of the engine axis mesh and displays the structure of the
corresponding FEM marrices for linear triangular elements.
3.7.2 Performance of the Refined Mesh Splitting Algorithm
In this section, we evaluate the KL implementation of the refined mesh splitting phase. Figure 3.11 displays
the perfonnance of the KL splitting refinement for different domains, meshes, panitionings, background
mesh splittings. and different KL parameters. These data suggest thal restricting the KL search space on
interface nodes significantly minimizes the cost of the refinement phase. In Appendix C, we list three
Tables C.? to e.9 with the values of various partitioning criteria for different background mesh spliuings
with KL mesh refinement. Tables C.4 to C.6 present similar data without the KL refinement. Based on the
underlying values on these tables that represent the top 5% quality perfonnance, we conclude thal the
refinemem process improves the quality of the final partitioning. The data in Figure CA to Figure C.6
confinn the above assessment.
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Figure 3.9: The perfonnance of seven mesh decomposition heuristics for four meshes of the engine
rod, cap, and axis pans with respect to (a) their execution time requirement and
partitioning characteristics such as (b) maximum interface length, (c) subdomain
conneclivity, (d) mv, and (e) bandwidth. The data displayed are for the following
heuristics: Cartesian (CLO) and polar (PLO) axis splittings with local optimization,
Cartesian with longesl expansion (CLE), multilevel recursive spectral bisection
(MRSB), domain-wise BPS (Greedy), strip-wise BFS (ReM) and inertia axis splitting
using the first eigenvector (lnen). We denote by d = domain, S = mesh size, and p =
partitioning size.
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Figure 3.10: 4.way partitionings of the engine axis mesh using various splitting schemes and the
structure of the corresponding FEM mauix. For each case, the values of the
partitioning indicators are displayed. We denote by global/local for communication
and average / maximum for bandwidth.
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Figure 3.11: Computational times of KL refined mesh splitting algorithm for differenl!k factors and
search spaces. The horizontal axis indicates fue background mesh splitting algorithms
used. The four instances of KL refinement considered are KL, = KL(fk = 1, search
space = entire mesh),~ = KL(f.(: = 0.05, search space = entire mesh), KL) = KL(fk =
I, search space = interface nodes), and KL4 = KL(fk = 0.05, search space = interface
nodes).
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3.7.3 Performance of Parallel Mesh Generation
In Figure 3.12a, Figure 3.l3a, and Figure 3.14a we display the speedup of the proposed parallel mesh
generator with respect to its sequential time (T!) on the nCUBE II machine and for different geometric
regions. For very fine meshes the data indicate that the scalability of the parallel scheme is almost
superlinear. This is due to the behavior of the sequential mesh generator on each subdomain. Figure 3.12b,
Figure 3.l3b, and Figure 3.14b show their speedup with respect to the execution time (T{) of the
corresponding sequential mesh generator measured on a Sun SPARC 20 and converted to the corresponding
time on a single nCUBE II processor. A speedup of at least 10 has been observed. Figure 3.12c, Figure
3.13c, Figure 3.14c, Figure 3.12d, Figure 3.13d, and Figure 3.14d suggest that the communication overhead
is negligeable while the synchronization overhead varies from 5 to 30% with an average of about 15%. In
our opinion, this is a noticeable speedup of the mesh generation phase which, combined with the speedup
obtained from the parallel decomposition phase, can significantly reduce the cost of the preprocessing
stages for parallel FEM computations. Figure 3.15 to Figure 3.17 present timing and speedup data for the
parallel mesh generation scheme on Intel Paragon, nCUBE II, Intel iPSCl860, cluster of Sun SPARC 20s,
and cluster of Sun SPARC IPCs. The parallel mesh generation code has been implemented using :MPI. The
Argonne National Laboratory MPICH version was used [41][42][75]. The data suggest that a cluster of 8
Sun SPARC 20s is almost equivalent to an 8-processor Intel Paragon and outperforms the rest of the
parallel machines considered. As expected, the tightly connected machines performed better in terms of
scalability as measured by the fixed speedup. The raw data used to generate Figure 3.15 are included in
Appendix C of this paper.
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapler we have proposed a parallel methodology for handling the mesh generation and
decomposition preprocessing phases required by domain decomposition based parallel FEM computations.
A number of options were considered for the implementation of the decomposition phase. Application
specific geometric objects were considered for its evaluation. The preliminary performance data obtained
so far suggest that the proposed methodology is capable of significantly speeding up these computations on
message passing hardware platforms.
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Figure 3.12: The nCUBE II performance of the proposed parallel mesh generation scheme for the
engine rod geometric domain. (a) displays the speedup with respect to Tf and (b) the
speedup with respect to T/ measured on a Sun SPARe 20. (c) shows the processor
utilization and (d) the cumulative processor utilization.
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(a) SpeedUp. parallel: TIlT" (b) SpeedUp. sequential: T/ IT"
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Overall cumulalivc percentage of lime in idle,
overhead. and bUSy stales
Figure 3.13: The nCUBE II performance of the proposed parallel mesh generation scheme for the
torque ann geometric domain. (a) displays the speedup with respect to T! and (b) the
speedup with respect [0 T/ measured on a Sun SPARe 20. (e) shows the processor
utilization and (d) the cumulative processor utilization.


















(b) SpeedUp - :~equentjal: T/171'
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Overall cumulative percenlage of time in idle,
overhead, and busy slates
Figure 3.14: The nCUBE II performance of the proposed parallel mesh generation scheme for the
engine axis geometric domain. (a) displays the speedup with respect to TI and (b) the
speedup with respect to T/ measured on a Sun SPARe 20. (c) shows the processor
utilization and (d) the cumulative processor utilization.
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Figure 3.15: The timing of parallel triangular mesh generations for the four domains considered
using the Cartesian coordinate splitting with local optimum algorithm for five different
platforms. The data for a single processor are the execution times of the sequential
mesh generator on the corresponding (virtual) parallel machine.

















Figure 3.16: The fixed speedup obtained from the timing data in Figure 3.15 with respect to lhe time
of the sequential mesh generator on a single processor of the corresponding (virtual)
parallel machine.
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Figure 3.17: The fixed speedup obtained from the timing data in Figure 3.15 with respecl to the time
of lhe sequential mesh generator on a Sun SPARe 20.
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Chapter 4 Parallel Optimization
Based Electronic Prototyping of
Physical Parts
The design of many physical objects such as dams, bridges, pressure vessels, torque anns are subjecl to
constraints on displacements, slresses, natural frequencies and other physical variables involved. The
optimization based design of physical objects deals whh the problem of detennining the shape of the
physical objecl whose exterior and interior boundary shape is controlled by an optimizatioll process. Shape
optimization is complex since the shapes are continuously changing in the design process. Thus, its
numerical realization requires many computational iterations during which fue corresponding data
structures and compurations are dynamically changing. For the formulation of me shape optimization
problem one has to identify me associated optimization variables that are frequenlly referred as the sllape
ordesigll variables. In me case thal me physical object is simulated by some finite element model, then the
shape variables are selected to be the coordinates of the exterior and inlerior boundary nodes of the
associated mesh. In this study we consider the general optimization problem of choosing the variables {X}
such mat
Z = F({X)) => min.
(h({X))) = {OJ
(g(IX))) < (OJ




where F({X)) is the objective function usually selected to represent weight or volume of the object,
{h({X))) describes physical constraints, {g({X})} specifies geometric constraints (Le., boundary slope
continuily), and {XL}, {XU} are the lower and upper bounds of the shape variable vector {X}. This
fonnulation of shape optimization problem is simple, and fits naturally within the finite element analysis
used in the entire design cycle. However. it can easily be seen that it leads to large optimization problems,
due to the large number of shape variables and strong smoothness requirements. The objective of this
chapter is to produce a parallel formularion of the shape optimization problem that speeds up the shape
optimization process on a variety of hardware plat/omls. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1
describes the selection of the shape optimization variables in the context of the EPPOD system, so that the
shape optimization model is "small" and "accurate". Section 4.2 presents a parallel fonnulation of the
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EPPOD shape optimization process. The perfonnance of the various parallel approaches introduced for
solving the shape optimization problem are presented in Section 4.3.
4.1 Optimization Based Design of Physical Parts
Shape optimization based eleclronic prototyping is part of future scenarios for intelligent manufacturing
[20][43]. Unfortunately, the resulting optimization problems can be prohibitively large and belong to the
class of "hard" problems. One way to reduce its complexity is to define a "small" number of shape
variables and their control strategies. In general, the fonnulation of the shape optimization problem
depends on the representation of the interior and exterior geometric boundaries of the physical object. In
EPPOD system, we allow piecewise linear polygon representation of the boundaries. In the case of
structural problems, the boundary conditions for the displacements and nodal forces are specified on each
boundary piece.
4.1.1 Shape Variables and Control Strategies
In a finite element system the actual geomelric shape is directly defined by their boundary edges in 2-D and
boundary surfaces in 3·D. Thus, a general way to describe shape nodes is to use coordinates ofboul/dary
nodes to control shape changes, based on some optimization model. This approach is simple, but usually
results in large size optimization problems due the large number of shape variables. It may also produce
inaccurate designs because shape conditions such as slope continuity, symmetry, and other geometric
properties cannot easily be imposed [11][49][50]. In order to reduce the size of the shape optimization
problem and preserve some desired geometric properties during the design process, the concepts of
coordinate co1llrol and coordinate linking have been inlroduced [55][67][92]. Figure 4.1 shows the designs
(shapes) of a circular pan after we attempt to minimize its weight using (a) 12 unconstrained coordinate
nodes and (b) 12 nodes controlled by a single parameter. In the case (a) the circular shape is not preserved.
-
• ,
(a) Unconslrained (b) Shape is preserved by a
single control parameler
Figure 4.1: The shape of a circular part after minimizing its weight using as shape variables 12
coordinate nodes. In case (a) the shape variables arc independent while in (b) are
controlled by a single parameter.
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The idea of coordinate linking is demonstrated in Figure 4.2. A possibly optimal shape may be obtained
withoUl coordinate linking as shown in Figure 4.2a by using four independent design variables D1• D z•D3,
and D4. If both changes in the x-coordinate design variables. D1 and D z, of the right-most side and changes
in the y-coordinate design variables, D3 and D4• of the upper-most side are linked. then the plate (as
illustrated in Figure 4.2b) will maintain its rectangular shape throughout the optimization procedure. The
number of design variables is reduced from four to two. Moreover, symmetry can be preserved, resulling in
reducing the number of design variables to one by linking the x-coordinate design variables. D/ and Dz•
and the y-coordinate design variables. D3 and D4, on both sides as shown in Figure 4.2c. In the following.












(c) Preservation of Symmetry
t
Figure 4.2: The shape optimization of a rectangular part with and without coordinate linking of
shape variables. D/s denote shape variables and c denotes a constant.
Let CP denote a boundary point (usually referred as a control point) and {Vd the set of directional unit
vectors on which CP is allowed to move during the shape optimization process. Then, the new position of
CP in the direction V k. within a user specified range, can be detennined by the parameters il and /z or D k =
// I dk where /1 + /z = dk· Notice that 0 '$ Dk :=; I. and Dk = O. 1 define the limit positions that CP is allowed
/0
to move on Vk and D~ = ....!. indicates CP's original position. In EPPOD system, we have considered Dk asd,
the shape optimization variables. Figure 4.3 illustrates the above directional coordinate system. To reduce
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the number of shape variables, one can assume the same Dk for a group of Vk's for each point CP or groups
of CP's. One can choose [Vd appropriately to preserve the desired geometric properties of the geometry.





Figure 4.3: The directional coordinate system used to implement coordinate lil/king in the EPPOD
system.
The new position of CP is computed by estimating its overall displacement in x- and y-directions due to its
movemem in all specified directions. The following fonnulas define these displacements
ACP. = LaD,' d,' v:
,
l1epy =L,I1Dk • dk · ~,
4.1.2 Finite Element Mesh Regeneration
(4.4)
The shape optimization process with sensitivity analysis requires repeating mesh regeneration and finite
element analysis [8]. Shape optimization without sensitivity analysis can avoid remeshing by applying a
smoothing technique to re-position the mesh nodes assuming the boundary nodes perturbation is "small".
By experimentation, we have determined that when the perturbation of boundary points is larger than the
size of a boundary mesh element, finite element mesh re-generation is necessary.
4.2 Parallel Processing of the Shape Optimization Problem
Another alternative to speed up the solution of the shape optimization problem is to utilize some fonn of
parallel processing [2l][22][23][24][25][54][87]. For this, one needs to study the structure of sequential
optimization algorithms and identify those with significant inherent parallelism which can be exploited on
existing parallel machines. One such algorithm is based on the concept of divide and conquer
decomposition of the optimization problem. According to this approach, the original design problem is
reduced to several smaller decoupled subsystems [4][5][39][40][64][89]. These are first solved
independently, and then an approximation to the global solution is obtained by solving a global
optimization problem on the interfaces of the subsystems. This approach is referred to as a fwo-lever
scheme and is a popular way to solve the shape optimization problem sequentially. The obvious advantage
of this approach is its course grain inherited parallelism. In the following, we fonnulate me two-level
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scheme and indicate various parallel implementations. Figure 4.4 depicts a framework for implementing the





















Figure 4.4: A parallel framework for two-level optimization based electronic prototyping
implemented in EPPOD system.
In the two-level scheme !.he vector {Xl of shape variables is partitioned into two subvectors
{X} = IS}{T} (4.5)
where {S) is called the subvector of coordinating shape variables between the subdomains and (T) is
called the subvector of subdomaill shape variables. Furthennore, we decompose {T) into n subvectors {T}
= ({Tf }, .•. , {Tn})' where {Ti } represents the subdomain variables associated with the i-th subdomain and 11
is the number of subdomains. According to this two-level scheme the components of the original problem
can be written in the following fonn
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and the original problem can be restated as
z = IJi({S}, {T;}) ~mill
;= I
(",{(S). IT,ll) = 10)
Ig,lIS)' IT,))) :;; 10)
ISL ):;; IS) :;; ISU)
ph:;; IT;):;; IT,u)
Ig) = Ig,ClS)' IT,))J
Ig,,(IS). IT,,)))
i=l, .... 11






where {S'-), (Su), {T/}. and (TjUJ are the lower and upper bound vectors for the decomposed
subproblems. Then. lhe formulation of me decomposed shape optimizafion problem is as follows:
Lower-level problem: For a given fixed value of coordinating shape variables {sO} and
ie [l, ... ,n},find(Tdsuchlhat,
I";(IS'). IT;Il) = IOJ
Ig,(IS'J. IT;))) <10)
Higher-level problem: For the computed {~} 's, find a {sO} such thai,







Figure 4.5 indicates the nalural mapping of the two-level scheme on an 11 processor parallel machine and its
parallel iterative solution mar is referred as the model coordination method [12] [62][63] [73].
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Host
Find {sO} such that: ..coordination input
Z = .LF,[ [SO). {T,} ]=>min .. ----------
,; I feedback signal
{SL] S {,sO} S {SuI
~ .. '" ......~
.' .' {T]} {Tnl ••••
Find {T]} such that: Find {Tn} such that:
2} ::: F}( {,sO}, (T}), ::) "'in. Zn::: Fn({,sO}. {Tn])::) mbl.
{f1/({,sOJ, (T}})}::: (O) {IIi {,sO}, [Til})]::: (O)
[g,([1'}.IT,J)} < [OJ
...
Ig,CI1'}. [T,J)] < [OJ
{Tl! S {T}} S (T}U) rT/} 5: (Til) 5: {TIlUJ
Figure 4.5: The two-level parallel model coordination method.
4.3 Performance of the Parallel Model Decomposition Method
In this section we study the numerical behavior and measure the performance of the various parallel
implementations of the model coordination method (MC). Moreover, we study the effect of the various
parameters involved such as paniliol1illg strategies for shape variables, llumber ofpartitioning blocks, and
/lumber of local optimizatioll ileratio/lS. For this experimemal study, we have considered the electronic
prototyping of three physical parts: the design of an engine rod connector, the design of a torque arm, and
the design of an engine axis. Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.8 display the optimal designs obtained and the shape
optimization problems solved for each case. Specifically, on the left of Figure 4.6 we display the initial
design, meshing, and decomposition of the original shape of an engine rod connector together with the
output of the finite elemem analysis (i.e., deformation and stress diagrams). On the right of Figure 4.6 we
display the same data after solving the shape optimization problem defined in the middle of the Figure 4.6.
The goal of the chosen objective function is to minimize the weight of the part under certain displacement
and geometric constrainls. In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 we display the specifications of the eleclronic
prototyping process for a torque arm and an engine axis together with the definitions of the shape
optimization problem whose objective is to minimize the part's weight while various stresses and geometric
constraints are satisfied. The optimized shape of the torque arm and engine axis are also shown.
In all these calculations, the local and global optimization problems are solved using algorithms from the
ADS library [78][92][93][94]. All the local or global optimization problems involved in this study have
been solved with ADS libraries routines. It was observed that the overall performance of the Me method is
not affected noticeably by the choice of the ADS optimizer.
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Figure 4.6: Parallel electronic prototyping of an engine rod connector.
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Figure 4.7: Parallel electronic prolotyping of a torque arm.
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Figure 4.8: Parallel electronic prototyping of an engine axis.
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4.3.1 Partitioning Strategies for Shape Variables
A natural partitioning slrategy of shape variables is the one defined by the balanced decomposition of a
finite element mesh. Figure 4.9a displays a 4-way partitioning and the designs obtained after the four local
optimizations. The designs obtained indicate some form of instability. This might be explained by the fact
that the four shape variable subvectors are strongly decoupled. An alternative partitioning strategy is to
guarantee that the shape variables belonging to the same block are associated with boundary nodes that are
far apart from each other. Figure 4.9b displays a such partitioning together with the designs obtained after









(a) Geomelric Decomposition (b) Max Distance Based Decomposilion
Figure 4.9: Two partitioning strategies of shape oplimizntion variables for the engine rod connector
and the designs obtained at the end of four iterations of local optimization.
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4.3.2 Numerical Behavior of the Me Method
For comparison purposes we solve the shape optimization problem for the engine rod connector using the
ADS optimizer of feasible directions. The behavior of this optimizer is depicted in Figure 4.10. The same
shape optimization problem was solved with the MC method using 4-way panitioning with the maximum
distance partitioning strategy. The designs obtained are depicted in Figure 4.11. This instance of MC is
faster both in terms of local iterations and required FEM evaluations. Moreover. it produces a design with
smaller weight (1.27834).
I"";.
Iter# 0 (Initial Design)








Shape OpLimization Function vs. ADS
Iteration
Itcr# 7·10 (eval# 100-122)
t
Item 5,6 (eval# 81 ,97)
I""=ill~
Itcr# 2 (eval# 33)
-





Itcr# 4 (cval# 65)
Figure 4.10: The shape of the engine rod part at specific local and global optimization iterations and
the number of accumulated FEM evaluations performed. The plot shows the weight
objective function of the engine rod at each optimization iteration. The weight of the
engine rod is 1.50846 after 10 optimization iterations and 122 FEM evaluations. The
optimization problems were solved with the method of feasible directions from the
ADS package.
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Model Coordination Shape OpLimizaiion
I1er# 0 (Initial Design)
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Global Iter# I Locallter# 2 (eval# 10134) Global Iter# 2
Figure 4.11: The shape of the engine rod pan at spedfic local and global MC optimization iterations
and the number of FEM evaluations (*) perfonned by the MC optimization method
(eval# = */.). The plot shows the weight objective function of the engine rod at each
optimization iteration. The weight of the rod is 1.27834 after 3 local optimization
iterations and 15 FEM evaluations. The optimization problems were solved with the
method of feasible directions from the ADS package. For comparison purposes, the
number of accumulated FEM evaluations (*) required by the sequential MC
optimization method are reported (eval# = ./*).
The numerical experiments indicate that the numerical behavior and efficiency of the MC method depend
on the panitiollillg size and local optimizatioll iterations. In Figure 4.12 we display the designs after we let
the local optimizafion iterations increase independently of the optimizer's termination criteria. The designs
obtained are quantitatively different from the ones expected. This experiment has convinced us that it does
pay to try to solve the local optimization problems very accurately.
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Local Iterlt 2 (eval# 16158)
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Local herlt 1 (evalIt9!31)
Figure 4.12: The designs of engine rod obtained by MC when Ihe local optimization iterations are
allowed to exceed the ADS termination criteria. The weight of the rod was 1.17445
after 2 local optimization iterations and 2 global ones.
To analyze the behavior of MC and its parallel implementation, a number of discretized regions have been
considered. Table 4.1 !isIS their characteristics. The results in Figure 4.13 indicate that the performance is
not improved as Ihe number of partitioning blocks is increased.
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Name Description # of DesignVari~bles
rod2 Engine rod connector with 81 nodes and 117 elements, Figure 4.6 4
"",,2 Torque arm with 110 nodes and 152 elemenls, Figure 4.7 11
axis2 Engine axis with 6488 nodes and 11420 elements. Figure 4.8 12
axis4 Engine axis with 6488 nodes and 11420 elements, Figure 4.8 13
rod I Engine rod conneclor with 81 nodes and 117 elemenls, Figure 4.6 13
,nnl Torque arm wilh 110 nodes and 152 elements, Figure 4.7 48
axisl Engine axis with 6488 nodes and 11420 elements, Figure 4.8 88
axis3 Engine axis wilh 6488 nodes and 11420 elements, Figure 4.8 136
Table 4.1: A testbed of shape optimization problems to measure the performance of the MC method
and its parallel implementation.
In Figure 4.13 we compare the performance of the one-level and two-level model coordination methods
with different numbers of partitioning blocks for all the shape problems listed in Table 4.1. The
performance metric used is the number ofFEM evaluations required by the optimizer. The results indicate
that MC performs uniformly better and that the convergence of MC is not improved by increasing the
number of partitionings at least for the selected testbed. However, the difference of performance
(convergence) among the MC variants is relatively small. This suggests that the parallel versions of MC














Figure 4.13: The performance ofMC and one-level optimization methods, in terms of the number of
required FEM evaluations, for different numbers of partitioning blocks and different
shape optimization problems.
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4.3.3 Performance of Several Parallel Me Implementations
We have implemented in parallel various phases of the one-level and two-level optimization procedures
considered in this study. Table 4.2 defines these implementations and Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 depict the
timing and speedup obtained on the nCUBE II for several p-way partitionings (equal to the number of
processors used) of the shape variables. In all our experiments, we have assumed perfect speedup for the
parallel processing of FEM.
Optimizer Label Description
SeqOpt + SeqFEM (aSS) sequential one-level optimizer + sequential FEM evaluations
SeqOpt + ParFEM (aSP) sequential one-level optimizer + parallel FEM evaluations
SeqMC + SeqFEM (MCSS) sequential MC optimizer + sequential FEM evaluations
SeqMC + ParFEM (MCSP) sequential MC optimizer + parallel FEM evaluations
ParMC + SeqFEM (MCPS) parallel MC optimizer + sequential FEM evaluations
ParMC + ParFEM (MCPP) paral lei MC optimizer + parallel FEM evaluations
Table 4.2: The one- and two-level optimizers applied to the testbed of shape optimization problems
defined in Table 4.1.
The <lata in Figure 4.14 suggest that the sequential 4-way partitioning MC optimizer exhibits better
perfonnance than the MC optimizers with finer partitionings of the shape variables. It appears that the
effect of parallelizing the FEM process is significant for both one- and two-level optimizers. The
simultaneous parallel processing of both MC optimization and FEM processes is more challenging to
implement and due to limited time this implementation was not realized. In order to assess the performance
of the complete parallelization of the MC optimizer, we have allocated the parallel Me optimizer to Po
processors and parallel FEM processing to PI processors such that P = Po + PJ' The performance data
obtained suggest that the pay-off of parallelizing both phases of the computation (i.e., optimization and
FEM) is not significant for most of the test cases considered.
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(a) processor# = 4. (b) processorlt= 8.
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(e) proeessor# = 16. (d) procc.ssor# = 32.
Figure 4.14: nCUBE II liming (sees) of shape optimization optimizers defined on Table 4.2 for
different p-way partilionings of the shape variables.
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(a) processor# = 4. (b) processor#= 8.











(c) processor# = 16. (d) processor# = 32.
Figure 4.15: nCUBE II speedup of shape optimization optimizers defined on Table 4.2 for differenl
p·way panitionings of the shape variables.
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Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 indicate the overall mapping of the MC optimization phase on the nCUBE II.
The data suggest efficient utilization of the machine and reasonable speedup even for rather small size of
shape optimization problems.
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Figure 4.16: Performance of me parallel model coordination optimizer for an engine rod head shape
optimization problem and its nCUBE II computational profile obtained by me
ParaGraph performance visualization tool.
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Figure 4.17: Performance of the parallel model coordination optimizer for a torque arm shape
optimizaLion problem and its nCUBE II computational profile obtained by the
ParaGraph performance visualization tool.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have considered the so-called model coordination framework [12][621[63][73] to
decompose the shape optimization problem of 2-D physical parts formulated on a finite element mesh of
the physical part. The MC two-level optimizer formulated and tested in this study is efficient in
approximating the structural shape optimization problem sequentially and in parallel. The MC framework
was found to be useful in reusing existing sequential oplimizers like ADS. The experimental data suggest
that it is worthwhile to parallelize the FEM phase of the electronic prototyping process, and lhe pre-
processing infrastructure developed in Chapter 3 was found to be useful for this goal.
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Appendix A The Strategies and
Algorithms Supporting the Mesh
Generation
A.I Schemes for Quadtree Approach of Mesh Generation
One of the most often used groups of adaptive methods for generation of unstructured meshes is based on
qlwdtree techniques. The methods of this group are applied on an initial coarse mesh that is modified by
repealed refinement. For the implementation of these methods, a quadtree dala structure is used. A general
discussion of these schemes can be found in [15][83]. We have implemented the quadlree approach in all
phases of the mesh generation approach proposed in this paper. For completeness, we next describe the
steps of Ihis approach and indicate the various options currently available in the EPPOD system.
A.I.t Decompose Domain into Quadtree Data Structure
We have implemented the quadlree scheme [83] that defines the node distribution on a related hierarchical
data structure. We create this data structure during the generation of the initial background mesh and
maintain il during local or global refinement. We use pieces of linear polygon segments to represent the
physical object of a geometric model for mesh generation, P = {PI' P2, ...• Pn }. where Pi are the boundary
nodes and /I is the number of boundary nodes. We apply the following steps in order to properly generate
the mesh nodes and elements for the domain.Q of a geometric object.
Step I. Automatically derive its input from the geometric infonnation given. Then, the quadtree method
can automatically divide the domain into a quodrree data structure thal depends on the object's
geometry. The critical state is to maintain all the subregions of quaduee simple (i.e., each
subregion contains al most one polygon vertex or one polygon segment [98]). Then mesh nodes
are generated for each subregion as; a) polygoll vertex when simple polygon vertex, b) midpoillt of
polygoll segmem when simple polygon segment, and c) cellter of subregion when no polygon
vertex or polygon segment inside, as shown in Figure A.I.
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•
Figure A.I: Divide the domain into a l.ree structure.
During construction of the quadtree data S[llJcture, one needs to control the tree level to prevent
the infinite refinement. This phenomenon occurs on a few abnormal shapes as shown in Figure
A.2, which has tight polygon segments.
2 polygon segments
arc too close
Figure A.2: Infinite refinement occurs on a few abnormal shapes.
Step 2. Maintain the adjacency densily to be 112 ratio (i.e., difference of the tree levels between tree
neighbors is always no larger than one [82)[84][85]), as shown in the first quadrant of Figure A.3.
The tree neighbor finding techniques include face adjacency elemems finding and comer






Figure A.3: Maintain the adjacency density 10 be 112 ratio.
Step 3. Merge alias nodes (e.g., nodes u/ and u2) lhat have the same position but belong to different nodes
in the quadtree data structure. It happens when a polygon's vertices are located exactly on the
quadtree division boundary as shown in Figure A.4. This merging guarantees that element mesh




Figure A.4: Merge alias nodes that are located alrne same posilion.
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A.t.2 Generate Element Mesh
In this step, triangular mesh elements are generated by connecLing the precomputed nodes in the previous
phase. The generating steps are as follows:
Step 1. Neighbor node finding and connecting: This includes three types of neighboring node connections
of a quadtree data structure. We denote by N the neighbor on the nonhern side, by E the neighbor
on the eastern side, and by NE the neighbor on the northeastern corner.
1. Nr N2 or Er E2 connections are made when neighbors on the northern side or eastern side
exist and are not leaf nodes of the quadtree data structure.
2. E-N connections nre made when the northern neighbor of a node's eastern neighbor is equal to
its nonhem neighbor, or when the eastern neighbor of a node's nonhern neighbor is equal to
its eastern neighbor.
3. E-NE-N connections are made when both of the above cases fail.
This quadrilateral region is divided into two triangles, where the diagonal is selected based on
the following three criteria:
a. Avoid common edge: Choose the diagonal BD which does not share a common edge
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b. Avoid overlapped triangular elements: Avoid the diagonal thal will cause twO created
triangular elements to overlap (e.g., MBD and !J.GBD). Instead, selecl MBG and MGn.
1llis can be done by checking the intersection point of these lwo diagonals (AC and BD).
D
c
c. Choose shorter diagonal and IIearer area: Select the shorter diagonal that creates lwo
triangular elements with similar area. (Due to the conflict of these two criteria, apply lWO
factors Cd for "shorter diagonal" and CfJ for "nearer area" on these two criteria [81].)
~8\ .-... ,_..~~~c
= Gd.AB+C . AO/BO
CD U CO/DO





Step 2. Triangular region dividing; To avoid degenerate element mesh as a triangular region needs to be
divided into several smaller elements in the following cases:
I. Polygon vertex inside a triangular region: It needs to divide the original triangular element







" y - 8
2. Polygon venex on a triangle edge: Il needs to divide the original triangular e1emenl (e.g.,
MBG) into two new triangular elements recursively if there is a polygon vertex (e.g., Vj and
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Step 3. Triangle validation: A valid triangular element should have lhe following properties:
I. all three nodes are not outside polygon domain n.
2. area is larger than zero.
3. center of mass is inside polygon domain Q.
Step 4. Triangle adjusting: We apply on-line mesh smoothing and side swapping locally in this step. After
all nodes and elements are generated, they are applied off-line globally. These two techniques are
discussed in the next section.
A.1.3 Adjust Geuerated Mesh
One of the difficulties in unstructured FEM mesh generation is avoiding degenerate elements in certain
regions. The usual way to solve this problem is to adjust the element and node distribution. This adjustment
includes mesh smoothing and side swapping. Next, we describe techniques to improve element uniformity
and a scheme for side swapping.
1. Mesh smoothing: In order to perform mesh smoothing, we have to know the adjacent nodes {N,J
of every node. Thus, a lIode-IIode adjacellcy list is maintained when the mesh is generated. In the
following, we describe two approaches for mesh smoothing:
a. Center of mass: For the smoothin!l of each node, the standard Laplacian smoother is
employed. Each edge of the triangular element is assumed to represent a spring. Therefore,




where K denotes the spring factor. For smoothing, we set F = 0 10 get the new position N of
node t.fJ at the center of mass of its adjacent nodes {Nil as shown, where /I is number of
adjacent nodes:
"
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b. Equilateral triangle: Instead of using adjacency nodes (N;J directly, it computes equilateral
lriangles from the connected edges of the adjacent nodes (e.g., NJN2, N2Nj , NJN4, N4NS' and
NSNj ), and locates the new nodes {Ed as shown. Then, apply the same Laplacian smoothing
scheme on the new nodes {Er}of these equilateral triangles.
2. Side swapping: Here, each quadrilateral area that contains two triangular elements is identified
(e.g., NJN2NJN, N2N3N4N, N~4NfV, ... ), and fe-divided into two new triangular elements (e.g.,
fe-divide MVJN2N and MV2N3N into MV/N2N3 and D.NjNNj ), provided they satisfy the following
two restrictions (discussed in step I of Section A.l.2):
a. diagonal does nOl share a common edge.
b. diagonal does not create two overlapped triangular elements.
Also, the two new triangular elements should fonn a better diagonal factor for shorter diagonal
and nearer area as shown below:
NN. 2
F C ---!......!..!.+Cactor = d" - 0
Ni+IN
A.l.4 Maintain Adjacency Lists
N;O/Ni + 2 0 i
Nr+IO/NOi
(A.3)
For mesh smoothing, side swapping, and mesh decomposition, various adjacency lists of the generated
mesh are required. In our implementation, four lypes of adjacency lists are maintained in the process of
mesh generation [19]. They include node-node adjacency, node-element adjacency, element-node
adjacency, and clement-element adjacency:
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1. Node-node adjacency: It is a list of all me nodes adjacent to the cUlTent node. We need it for mesh
smoothing (Section A.l.3).
2. Node-elemellt adjacellcy: It is a list of all the elements adjacent to the cUlTent node and
constructed when the node-node adjacency list is created. We use it for side swapping (Secuon
A.1.3).
In practice, we can combine these two lists in one data structure as shown:
3. Element-llode adjacency: n contains three pointers to the nodes for each lriangular element. It is
the basic information for a mesh element when an element is generated.
4. Elemem-elemellt adjacency: It is constructed when the node-element and element-node adjacency
lists are created. It is useful when calling neighborhood search schemes in the decomposition
process (Section 3.3.1).
We can also connect these two adjacency lists in one data structure as shown:
E
0, elelllent-llode(E) = IN], N2• N31
elemelll-elemem(E) = lEt- £2, £3}
Since all adjacency lists are constructed in the process of mesh generation, no expensive search process is
needed. We use the information in these lists during mesh splitting and subdomain boundary linking
processes.
A.2 Required Algorithms for Mesh Generation
Two related algorithms, lIeig//bor filldillg and polygoll focatillg recogllition, used in the mesh generation of
the quadtree approach are described in mis seclion.
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A.2.1 Neighbor Finding
For neighbor finding in the quadlree data structure, two schemes have been proposed for 2-D domains
[82][84J[85]. One is called face adjacent neighbor node that shares an edge with the original node in the 2-
D domain. The olher is the comer adjacellcy neighbor node that shares a vertex with the original node in
the 2-D domain. In the quadtree data struclure, we can easily find lhese two lypes of neighbor nodes by the
following algorilhms:
I. Face adjacency neighbor: A node in the quadtree data structure has its face neighbor nodes in four
possible directions. They are W (the western side), S (the southern side), E (the eastern side), N
(the northern side) neighbors along a common edge. The algorithm to search face neighbor node
of equal or greater size in lhe horizontal or vertical direction is:
Step 1. Stan at the original node corresponding to a specific leaf in the quadtree data struclure.
The searching direction is d (W; S, E, or N).
Step 2. Ascend the quadtree data structure until the first common ancestor of the original node
and its neighbor is localed. This is the first ancestor that is not reached from a child on the
node's d side.
Step 3. Traverse down the quadtree data structure to find the desired neighbor node by following
a mirror image of the palh from the original node to the ancestor, reflected about the
common boundary.
2. Comer adjacency neighbor: A node in the quadtree data structure also has its corner neighbor
nodes in four possible directions. They are SW (the southwestern corner), SE (the southeastern
corner), NE (the northeastern corner), and NW (the northweslern corner) neighbors along a
common vertex. The algorithm 10 search for corner neighbor nodes of equal or greater size in the
diagonal direction is:
Step I. Stan at the original node corresponding to a specific leaf in the quadtree data struclure.
The searching direction is d (SW; SE, NE, or NW).
Slep 2. Locate the original node's nearest ancestor which is adjacent (horizontally or vertically)
to an ancestor of the sought neighbor. This is the first ancestor that is not reached from a
child on the node's d corner.
Step 3. Apply the "face adjacency neighbor" scheme to access the ancestor of the sought
neighbor on the side which direction d and the child's position shared.
Slep 4. Retrace downward lhe quaduee data structure in a mirror image of the path from the
original node 10 the ancestor, reflected by opposite direction.
In the following, we use examples to demonstrate the search schemes of neighbor node finding for quadtrce
data structure.
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Neighbor Finding
Examples:
Finding Face Adjacency Neighbor:
Wes/(LS): L5 --> NI <-- l.fj
Sou/Ii(LS): L5 --> NI <-- IA
Easr(L5): L5 --, NI --, N2 --, N7 <-- N4 <-- N3 <-- Ll4
Nort1l(L5): L5 --, Nl --> N2 --, N7 <-- N6 <-- 1.20
Wes/(Lll): LII --, N3 --> N4 --, N7 <-- N2 <-- N] <-- IA
SOIl/II(Ll1 ): LII --, N3 --> N4 <-- 1.8
Wes/(L22): 1.22 --, N6 --, N7 <-- nil
Finding Comer Adjacency Neighbor:
SW(LS): L5 --, Nl <-- L3
SE(LS): L5 --, NI
--
N3 <-- LII
NE(LS): 15 --> NI --> N2 --> N7 <-- N5 <-- Ll5
NW(L5): 15 --, Nl
--
L20 <-- nil
SW(Ll1): LII --, N3 --> N4
--
N2 <-- L2
SE(Lll): UI --, N3 -- 1.8 <-- nil
SW(L22): L22 --> N6 -- nil
where --> : upward search. <-- : downward search. =: face_adjacency.
L?2 W us en
M N5
uo '20 W U,
N>
"1,, LJ./ J..L/J





Figure A.5: Quadrree data structure in example of neighbor finding.
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Polygon Locating Recognition
A.2.2 Polygon Locating Recognition
To detenninate whether a vertex Q is either "inside", "outside", "on the edge", or "on the vertices" of a
polygon P = (Pl , P2• ... , Pnl we employ the lower left algorithm:
LocaJe]oly(Q, P):
0 10/al = 0;
For each vertex Pi of the polygon Do (
Vj=Pj-Q;
Vi+J = Pi+J - Q;
sinv = (Vi X Vi+J) • N;
COSy = Vi' Vi+J;
If (sinv = 0) (
If (cosv = 0)
Return "On the venires";
Elscif (COSY < 0)
Return "On the edge";





For each hole Hi in the polygon Do (
If (Locarc_Po[y(Q, Hi) != "Oursidc") {














Figure A.6: Algorithms to locate vertex in polygon.
For those polygons corresponding to regions with holes H = {Hl , H2• ...• Hill. we need to make more
checking. The upper right algorithm implements this required location recognition.
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Appendix B The Library of
Partitioning Algorithms Supporting
the Parallel Mesh Generation and
Mesh Decomposition
B.1 Algorithms of Initial Constructive Domain Decomposition
We consider pseudo-<::odes for so-called cOl/slrllct;ve algorithms that cansU"uet partltlOnmgs of finite
element meshes G = (V, E) of domains n where V denotes lhe sel of elements or nodes and E is the set of
edges of G lhat represent the connectivity of the vertices V with its neighbors. In this section we describe a
number of heuristics for element-wise or node-wise partitioning of finite element meshes (i.e., graph G)
that we have implem"emed and evaluated in lhe context of lhe proposed parallel mesh generation and
decomposition strategy. We first introduce some notalion and the partitioning criteria. Throughout. we
denote by dv the number of vertices adjacent to each vertex v of V, D = {Dd the partitioning of G or the
domain n, Ns the sel of subdomains in D, and IVI = Nn or Ne the size of the mesh or graph G. The
optimality criteria applied is load balancing (the subdomains are of almost equal size), minimum interface
length (minimum number of common edges or nodes between subdomains), and millinl/lnJ slIbdamain
cOllnectivity, which have been defined previously in Section 3.7.1.
B.1.1 Depth-First Search Algorithm [6]
Depth-first search, which can be described simply by a recursive algorithm. is a generalizalion of pre-order
traversal of trees. When an element is first visiled and is made pan of the depth-first tree, it recursively
searches its children, if any exist. Then the traversal scheme backs up and branches out in a different
direction the next time. We randomly select E.mm to be the element that should be first visited in the deplh-
first search. After ordering all the elements by the following algorithm, we split them into Ns subsets of
equal numbers of elements according to their ordering.
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Breadfh·First Search Algorithm [6J
Deplh_FirsCSearch(Es&1.,.J:
Visit and mark clement Esiurl with ordering number;
While Ihere is an unmarked element A adjacent to ES1UrT Do {
Randomly seleeL A;
Deplh_Firsl_Searc1z(A);
B.1.2 Breadth-First Search Algorithm [6J
In a breadth-first search, meshes are visited in the order of increasing distance from the starting vertex.
where distance is simply the number of adjacency edges in the shortest palh. The ordering search is done
using queue data structure, a "first in. first out" list, as shown in following algorithm.
Rreodtl._FirsCSearcll(Es1a,.J:
Initialize queue Q to be empty;
Visit and mark element E'lan wilh ordering number;
Insert Esran inlO Q;
While Q is non-empty Do (
A:= Remove_Fro/ll_QlIelle(Q);
For each unmarked clemcntB adjacent loA Do {
Randomly selecl B;
Visit and mark B with ordering number;




B.1.3 Domain-Wise Neighborhood Search Algorithm [26]
In strip-wise decomposition, the direction in which the soning of edge distance is done is fixed throughout
the splitting procedure. In domain-wise decomposition, the splitting direction is switched according to the
relative search scheme.
Eo := Eslt",; /" slarting element '"
Np := Nfl' Ns; '" number of elements in each subdomain ",
For i:= '10 N s Do { '" Pi is the jib subdomain. '"
E:= a neighboring element of Pi-/ or Eo in the case of Pj ;
P i := subdomoin obtained from DFS or BFS starting with E and
visiting the firsl Np unmarked elements;
domain-wise DFS
domain-wise BFS
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pseudo-Peripheral Node Locating Algorithm [36J[77J
B.1.4 Pseudo-Peripheral Node Locating Algorithm [36][77]
We define the distance d(v;, v) between two vertices Vi and Vj in G to be the length of a shonest path
connecting them, and the eccentricity e(vj) of a venex vI' in G to be e(v,) = max(d(vj, Vj» for all Vj E G.
Following is the algorithm for finding a pseudo-peripheral node with a large eccentricity.
Pseudoperipllerolflode(G):
Iniliali7.e queue Q to be empty;
E= an element in G with lhe minimum degree ofeonneclivilY;
Insen E into Q;
While Q is non-empty Do (
A = Removc_Frolll_Queue(Q);
Apply DFS or BFS staning framA;
For each node B (in Ihe order of increasing degree of connectivity) a1lhe deepest level of Ihe current tree Do {
Apply DFS or BFS staning from B;
If eilher one or both of 1. lree(B) has narrower lree level,
2. tree(B) has longer Iree depth. Do I
Insert B into Q;
}
Return root of the current selected lree;
B.1.5 Fixed Non~RecursiveBisection of Cartesian Axis Splitting
For the non-recursive splitting scheme, the direction in which the coordinates are sorted is fixed throughout
the splitting of each dimension.
FiJ:ed_RowCofumn_Cartesian(N)> Ny):
1Ir = N:z; , Nx and Ny are lhe predefined splittings in ...,
1IC = N),; , Ihe X and Y direclions respectively....,
Son by Y coordinates;
Split the soned Y coordinales into nr subsets;
For each of the nr subsets Do I
Sort by X coordinates;
Splillhe sorted X coordinales inlo nc subsets;
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Recursive Bisection of Cartesian Axis Splitting
B.l.6 Recursive Bisection of Cartesian Axis Splitting
In this case, a recursive bisection is carried out until
numbers Nx and N). where Ns = Nx · Ny
Recursive_RowColumn_Cartesian(N;p N).J:
nr = N~; I" N~ lind Ny are the predefined splillings in +.1
ne = N.I'; 1* the Xand Y directions respectively. ·1
While nr or fie is larger than J Do {
!r(nr> I) {
For each orthe splilled subsets Do {
Sort by Y coordinates;





For each of the splitted subscts Do t
Sort by X coordinates;
Split Ihe sorted X coordinates into Zsubsets;
I
ne=neIZ;
the number of subdomains reaches (he predefined
[L_l j' J
__ l-.J_-_-_-,.... _1-.,.-_-_-_ --. - :nr sphmngs
I ~ -I 1 II :Ilesp!ittings
U 1--1 ---I
B.l.7 l.ongest Split Bisection of Cartesian Axis Splitting [88]
This algorithm chooses the bisecting direction by delermining the longest split of the domain to preserve
good aspect ratios of subdomains.
LongesCCartesian(NJ:
1* number of subdomains "I
While ns larger than J Do {
For each of the split subsets Do (
D = the longest split direclion of XfYIZ coordinates;
Sort by D coordinates;
Split the sorted D coordinates into Z subsets;
I
nS=flsfZ;
# : splillevel number
Zid I ~3"-I",
-3"'-1 3. r lI
I ~2"'~,~rd
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B.1.8 Optimal Bisection of Cartesian Axis Splitting [98]
This splitting scheme selects a bisection direction by comparing the 'communicauon cost', defined in
Section 3.7.1. produced by all possible dimensions. Then the one that results in the least cost between the
two generated subdomains is chosen.
OptimaCCartesian(NJ:
liS = N:;; 1* numbcrof subdomains *1
While ns largerlhan 1 Do {
For each of thc splitted subscts Do (
Sort by X coordinates;
Splilme sorted X coordinatcs into 2 subscts;
Compute the communication bisection width BW",;
Sort by Y coordinatcs;
Split the sorted Y coordinates into 2 subsets;
Compute lhe communicalion bisection widm BW;.;
Sclect the one mat has smaller bisection width;
ns=nsI2;
B.1.9 Inertia Axis Splitting [71][97]
#: split level number
This scheme first pre-computes the main symmetry axis, defined in Section 3.3.3, according to the
coordinates of nodes. Then, it splits the domain into the predefined numbers Nd of subdomains along this
axis.
Inertia_Axis(Np NiiJ:
liS = Ns; 1* number ofsubdomains *1
lid = Nd; I· numberofspliHings along me symmetry axis ./
While ns is largcr lhan 1 Do {
For each splilled subdomain Do {
Compute the main symmetry axis a;
Split me domain into nd subdomains along axis a;
J
liS = lIS 1 lid;
The computation of the main symmetry axis a. is as follows.
# : split level number
Computation of/lie main symmetry axis:
leI A be lhe (N" x 3) matrix of thc mcsh coordinates Ihal belong to the current domain with the origin point being
cither:
I. Center of Incrtia of currcnt mesh.
2. Center of Mass of current mesh.
3. User specified.
The main symmetry axis is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue ofATA.
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B.2 Procedures for Subdomain Boundary Linking
Two routines are needed for connecting the new boundary for each subdomain before proceeding with the
final mesh generation step in parallel (Section 3.4).
B.2.1 Boundary Linking Algorithm [98]
This procedure locates all the polygon lists. including outer boundary polygons and hole polygons. In the
following algorithm, E is the clement mesh after the initial domain decomposition.
Unmark all elements E in mesh Md:
While there is an unmarked element £~liJn thaI is on the boundary Do {
P = initialize polygon with empty vertex list;
Mark E~(UI1 and inserr it into verteK list of P;
£, =E~lun:
Do (
Search for an unmarked clement Ezon Ihe boundary of the same subdomain and adjacenl to £/;
Mark £z and insert it into vertex Jisl of P;
£,=£z;
J While (EI # E~ran);
B.2.2 Polygon-Hole Locating Algorithm [98]
This routine identifies outer boundary polygons and hole pOlygons. In tbe following algorithm, P is the
polygon list located by the previous procedure.
Boundary_HoIe(P):
For each polygon PIE P Do (
For each polygon PzE P except PI Do {
If (Locare_Pol}'(P/, Pz)= "Inside ") {
Link PI \0 the hole list of Pz;
Break;
where Loeare_Poly(P], Pz) is a fourine that detcnninates whelher lhe vertex of PJ is either "inside",
"outside", "on the edge", or "on the vertex" of Pz (Section A.2.2 [98]).
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B.3 Algorithms of Final Refined Domain Decomposition
The refined parallel mesh oblained by the parallel phase described in Section 3.3 is decomposed according
to the initial partitioning considered for the background mesh. In general, this decomposition is unbalanced
and interface length is not minimum. Thus, it must be appropriately refined. Pseudo-codes for the four
widely used strategies for the partitioning refinement problem, the Kernighan-Lill (KL) algorithm [58][66],
the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm [57][61], the SrocllOst;c Evo/lilion (SE) algorithm [801, and the
Tahll Search (TS) algorithm [38][48] are given below.
B.3.1 Kernighan-Lin Heuristic Algorithm [58]
The KL scheme is trying to locate the best k exchange pairs of nodes by constructing a sequence of gains.
Let GiJ = 1 jf nodes i and j are adjacent. 0 otherwise. Pair of subdomains {A, B} is a decomposition of
graph G. Fk is a predefined KL factor that has been discussed in Section 3.6. We have,
1* fA, 8} is a decomposition of n ·1
'* user defined factor, e.g., 0.05 "'I
Kernrgholl.1.ill(A, B):
A=0.05;
II}; = ik' mi/zinmlll(lAl, 181);
Repeat {
Compute D~ = L C~.x- L C~,}' & Db = L Cb,x- L Ch,y foreachaE A andb E B;
XEB yEA .rEA YES
Fori= J to 11k Do {
SelccL Uj E A and bi E B such that gain g; = D d + Dh - 2Cd b is maximum;
, i " ,
Locku;& b;;
Recompute D values of unIocked elemenlS ofA & B, D = D + 2C - 2C ,
a a a.a, a.b,
,
Choose k to maximize G = L g;;
i"" t
Move uI, ..., Uk [0 B & bl> ... , bk [0 A;
} Until G::;O;
--~
A B A' B'
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/. initial Lemperature ./
1* initiallogarilhmic schedule step> J */
Multi-Domain Kernighan-Lin Heuristic Algorithm [58]
B.3.2 Multi-Domain Kernighan-Lin Heuristic Algorithm [58]
Let P = {PI' .... PN ) be the initial partition of graph G. To optimize multiple subdomains by a triangle
flag matrix, we need the multi-domain version of the previous algorithm.
MultCKernigIJan-Lin(p, NJ:
Initialize all clements of triangle flag matrix KL[NsllN.,j = 1;
While Lhere is an clement KL[ll[11 equals to 1 Do {
Kemigha/l_Lin(P,. Pjl;
If any exchange in the KL procedure {
Set all KL[/l[k] & KL[k][j] = 1, whcrck = I, ... , Nos;
}Else (
SeL KL[i]UJ == 0;
B.3.3 Simulated Annealing Algorithm [61]
The SA scheme is an optimization approach that attempts to prevent a poor local optimum by allowing an
occasional uphill move. Let P be the initial parthian, and its neighbor P/It!W be generated from P by the






Pnew = Random neighbor of P;
gain = cos/(P) - cost(Pnew);
If (gain ~ 0) or (randOIll(O, J) < e8uinIT) {
P=Pnew;
T = aT; 1* geometric cooling schedule, with consLant a *'
T = log (K) T: '*logariLhmic cooling schedule./
log(K+ I)
K= K + J;
J Until predefined criterion satisfied;
RerumP;
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/* initiallogluithmic schedule step> 1 */
Revised Version of Simulated Annealing Algorithm [57][80J
B.3.4 Revised Version of Simulated Annealing Algorithm [57][80]





P11l'W = Random neighbor of P;
gain = cos/(P) - cOS/(P'k'''');
If (gain ~ 0) or (rondom(O, 1) < eK"il1l1) {
P=Pl1~"';
J
I Until predefined criterion satisfied;
Sel T = aT; /. geometric cooling schedule, with conslanl a ./
or T = log (10 T; /. logarithmic cooling schedule */
log(K+l)
K= K + /;
I Until T < Tfi
Rerum P;
/. Tfis the frozen temperature */
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B.3.5 Stochastic Evolution Algorithm [80]
The SE scheme is an adaptive Ilellristic scheme that allows the uphill move probability to be updated
whenever necessary.
Stoc1lastic_EYolution(p, Uo> RoJ:
'" uphill move aUowance, e.g.• lIo = 2 '"
I"' stopping critcrion stcps '"R=Ro;
Forp=ltoRDo{
For each possiblc neighbor Pnew of P Do (
gain = cos/(P) - cos/(PlI<'I~);









f· increase uphill probability, e.g.• u = It + I '"
J
If cost(P) < cost(Pb~sr) (
Pbm= P;
p=p ·R; ,. good improvement. do R mort: Limes .,
B.3.6 Tahu Search Algorithm [38][48]
The unique feature of the TS scheme is the construcLion of a Tabu list. This is a list of tabu moves that
prevent the search procedure from being cyclically stuck.
'''e.g.• ITI=?·'
f· stopping criterion steps ·f





Pnm> = the best neighbor of P wilh move "P->Pn~" e Tor cost(Pnm» < COSI(P);
I Until coslCPnm» <coslCP) or no marc possible neighbor;
P = Pnm>;
Update T by inserting "P->Pnm>" & removing the oldest clement;
J
ReLurnP;
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B.3.7 Parallel Mob Heuristic Algorithm [86]
The Mob scheme has many of the features of the previously discussed algorithms but is belter for
exploiting available parallelism. Let Nil be the lotal number of nodes in allsubdomains. We have,
ParalIeCMob(A, B, Nfl' RoJ:
R=Ro;
'/ = list of uniformly r.Indom numbers in (0, I);
'2 = list of uniformly random numbers in (0, I);
Ms = Initial sequence of Mob schedule;
/'" lA, B) is a decomposition ofn. "'I
/. slopping criterion steps "'/
1"'1,/1 "'R "'I
/"'1'21 ",R·/
/* IMsl '" R and all elemen!s are in [J, N,/2] ·1
·N









s '" s + 1;
Mob(P, m, r):
Chooscg such that I{v E P Igain of moving v ~g + III < IIl:S" I{v E P Igain of moving v <?g]l;
S,,'" {v E P Igain of moving v;::>: g};
lIIp ",rS);
Shift righl circularly of S" by adding Lr· /Ill' J10 each index modulo Illp;
Relurn set of the first m vertices of S;.
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Appendix C Performance Data of
Parallel Mesh Generation and
Mesh Decomposition
C.l Performance Data of Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (node1t , elml#) proc# SPARC20 SPARCIPC iPSCJ860 nCUBEII Paragon
rod (267 ,451) I 0.87 3.79 1.79 3.56 0.74
2 0.38 2.10 1.01 2.06 0.41
4 0.29 1.08 0.50 1.08 0.21









rod (1011 , 1853) I 3.31 14.35 6.64 13.35 2.83
2 1.9\ 7.38 3.49 7.28 1.53
4 0.65 4.30 1.74 3.82 0.78








- - - -
0.17
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Performance Data of Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (node# • elmt#) proc# SPARC 20 SPARC IPC iPSCi860 nCUBE II Panlgon
rod (3843.7353) 1 12.66 61.59 26.69 51.92 11.22
2 8.49 28.73 13.43 27.68 5.80
4 6.46 15.44 7.42 14.48 3.01











rod (15113 • 29553) I 51.50 1223.22 109.09
-
45.47
2 34.70 488.56 54.41
-
23.24
4 30.30 102.20 28.79
-
13.15




- - - -
6.60
32
- - - -
5.39
64
- - - -
5.00






















- - - -
91.62
ann (380.618) I 1.74 10.51 5.56 9.69 1.96
2 0.72 3.97 2.06 3.91 0.77
4 0.45 2.58 1.32 2.59 0.49








- - - -
0.08
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Performance Data of Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (nodc# , clmt#) proc# SPARC20 SPARCIPC iPSCl860 nCUBEII Paragon
arm (1398,2506) I 7.26 40.37 21.49 36.47 7.48
2 3.50 15.36 7.64 14.37 2.95
4 1.52 9.02 4.52 8.84 1.71











axis (2272 , 36&4) I 27.95 168.16 93.07 160.94 31.79
2 8.83 62.66 32.69 62.02 11.77
4 5.53 27.40 12.73 26.61 4.91








- - - -
0.70
axis (8260, 14&44) I 98.44 595.72 318.46
-
109.52
2 38.77 213.53 111.61
-
39.95
4 22.09 91.90 44.20
-
17.27




- - - -
6.26
32
- - - -
3.72
64
- - - -
2.92














- - - -
24.62
32






Table C.l: The liming of parallellriangular mesh generations using the Cartesian coordinate splitting
technique with the local optimum algorithm for five different platforms. The sequential
mesh generator was run on a single processor. The empty entries are due 10 insufficient
number of processors or memory.
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Performance Data ot Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (nodc# , clmt#) proc# SPARC20 SPARCIPC iPSCJ860 nCUBEII Par.Jgon
rod (267 ,451) I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 2.29 LBO 1.77 1.73 1.80
4 3.00 3.51 3.58 3.30 3.52









rod (1011 , 1853) I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.73 1.94 1.90 1.83 1.85
4 5.09 334 3.82 3.49 3.63








- - - -
16.65
rod (3843 ,7353) I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.49 2.14 1.99 1.88 1.93
4 1.96 3.99 3.60 3.59 3.73










- - - -
14.76
rod (\5113 , 29553) I 1.00 1.00 1.00
-
1.00
2 1.48 2.50 2.00
-
1.96
4 1.70 11.97 3.79
-
3.46




- - - -
6.89
32
- - - -
844
64 9.09
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Performance Data of Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (node# , elml#) proc# SPARC 20 SPARC1PC iPSCl860 nCUBEII Paragon













- - - -
25.31
32





arm (380,618) I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 2.42 2.65 2.70 2.48 2.55
4 3.87 4.07 4.21 3.74 4.00
8 3.41 7.96 7.94 6.73 7.26







arm (1398,2506) I 1.00 I.IlO 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 2.07 2.63 2.81 2.54 2.54
4 4.78 4.48 4.75 4.13 4.37











axis (2272 . 3684) I 1.00 1.00 l.00 1.00 1.00
2 3.17 2.68 2.85 2.59 2.70
4 5.05 6.14 7.31 6.05 6.47








- - - -
45.41
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Performance Data of Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (node# ,elml#) procH SPARC 20 SPARCIPC iPSCl860 nCUSE II Paragon
axis (8260 , 14844) I 1.00 1.00 1.00
-
1.00
2 2.54 2.79 2.85
-
2.74
4 4.46 6.48 7.20
-
6.34






























- - - -
16.88
32
- - - -
25.01
64
- - - -
30.70
Table C.2: The fixed speedup obtained from the data of Table C.I with respect to [he time of the
sequential mesh generator on a single processor of the corresponding (vinual) parallel
machine.
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Pelformance Data of Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (node# •elmt#) proo' SPARC 20 SPARCIPC iPSCl860 nCUBEII Parngon
rod (267,451) I 1.00 0.23 0.49 0.24 1.18
2 2.29 0.41 0.86 0.42 2.12
4 3.00 O.BI 1.74 0.81 4.14








- - - -
17.40
rod (1011,1853) I 1.00 0.23 0.50 0.25 1.17
2 1.73 0.45 0.95 0.45 2.16
4 5.09 0.77 1.90 0.87 4.24








- - - -
19.47
rod (3843,7353) I 1.00 0.21 0.47 0.24 1.l3
2 1.49 0.44 0.94 0.46 2.18
4 1.96 0.82 1.71 0.87 4.21









rod (IS 113 , 29553) I 1.00 0.04 0.47
-
1.13
2 1048 0.11 0.95
-
2.22
4 1.70 0.50 1.79
-
3.92




- - - -
7.80
32
- - - -
9.55
64
- - - -
10.30
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Performance Data ot Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (node#- , elmtil) proc#- SPARC 20 SPARCIPC iPSCl860 nCUBE II Paragon






















arm (380,618) 1 1.00 0.17 0.31 0.18 0.89
2 2.42 0.44 0.84 0.45 2.26
4 3.87 0.67 1.32 0.67 3.55








arm (1398,2506) 1 1.00 0.18 0.34 0.20 0.97
2 2.07 0.47 0.95 0.51 2.46
4 4.78 0.80 1.61 0.82 4.25








axis (2272 , 3684) 1 1.00 0.17 0.30 0.17 0.88
2 3.17 0.45 0.86 0.45 2.37
4 5.05 1.02 2.20 1.05 5.69









- - - -
39.93
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Performance Data of Parallel Mesh Generation
domain (nodc#, clmt#) p=# SPARC 20 SPARC IPC iPSCl860 nCUBE II Par.:Jgon
axis (8260, 14844) I l.00 0.17 0.31
-
0.90
2 2.54 0.46 0.88
-
2.46
4 4.46 1.07 2.23
-
5.70




- - - -
15.73
32
- - - -
26.46
64 33.71














- - - -
13.76
32
- - - -
20.39
64
- - - -
25.02
Table C.3: The fixed speedup obtained from the data of Table C.I with respect to the time of the
sequential mesh generator on a Sun SPARe 20.






















The pairs ( //lax ~ C. . ,max C;J' ) for various splitting a1goritl1ms, different (mesh size, machine configuration) pairs, and three domains, whereL ',J
;= 1
underlined values represenl the lOp 5% quality of performance. The domains ore displayed in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.8a, and Figure 3.8c.
Table C.4a:
Domains Engine Rod Head Engine C~p Torque Ann
Reference
(mesh size, machine configuration) (1I7,4) (531,16) (2191,4) (2191,16) (724 , 4) (724, 16) (3734, 16)
basic 17,10 31 , 12 222, 114 127,59 69,39 46,14 175,96
DFS
degree ordering 16, II 27, II 118,71 104,40 99,41 46, 16 141 ,68
Neighborhood
strip-wise 15,8 51,27 94,53 111,58 59,34 77,42 133,67Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 8 ,~ 25, 10 56,35 53,19 33,12 25,2 81 , 23
aspeCl ratio 10,5 26,9 56,35 60, 16 33, 12 27,10 64,24 AI-NIl5n191
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB 1,5 fl,1 43, 23 36 , .!i 24, 13 19, §. 53, 21
recur. bisection 1,1. 21,9 37, 21 48, 19 !2., 10 26,~ 53, 20
Cartesian longest expan. 7, ~ 21 ,9 37,21 48,19 21,11 25,9 50,27
local optimum 1,4 24,10 37,21 49,20 21 , 11 25,9 53, 18 Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection 16, II 29,14 70,38 63,27 43,28 39, 16 65,30 Loriol88
Axis Splitting
Polllr longcst expan. 8,5 21,11 38,25 46,23 19, 10 25 , 13 73,27
loelll optimum 8,5
.!.I ,1 38, 25 35,17 19, 10 20,8 61,23 Wu93
first eigenvector 12,6 32, 13 57,39 67,30 50,28 57,30 126,54
Inertill



























































(mesh size, machine configuration) (3684,4) (14844,4) (14844,16) (14844 ,64) (59668,4) (59668, 16) (59668 ,64)
basic 286, 143 1231,479 760,161 217,81 3348. 1269 2135,551 617.282
DFS
degree ordering 177.75 438,220 299. ltD [46,69 1125.581 962.258 426,172
Neighborhood
strip-wise 62,43 157.80 248. 129 249, 129 395,222 424.222 449,233Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise ll.lO 46. 26 lIS,41 84,35 120. 67 233.98 ZIt , 56
aspect ratio ll.1O 46, 26 128,46 68.28 120,67 Q!,97 161 .58 AI-Nasra 91
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB 20, .!.Q 37,~ 70, 33 55,~ 78, 48 138. 58 124, 44
reCUT. bisection 51.27 113.57 103,52 77,37 229,117 202, 103 [68,73
Cancsian longest expan. 51,26 1I3 • 57 103,49 72.25 231,118 206,98 151,56
local optimum 67,48 163,110 83,56 80,38 337,225 193, 113 148,46 Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection 131,104 271,209 204, 115 131,68 545,420 424,234 258,131 Loriot 88
Axis Splitting
Polar longest expan. 51 ,27 111 ,56 80,56 82,43 229,1l7 ~,1l7 171 ,87
local optimum 51 , 27 III ,56 80,56 77,30 229, 117 169, 117 152,63 Wu 93
first eigenvector 65,49 185. 147 277 . 147 208,84 226, 168 304, 141 253, ll6
Inertia
lasl eigenvector 72,56 104,76 137,45 98,46 354,272 444,174 268, 103 Loriot 88
p
Table CAb: The pairs ( max" C. _ , max CjJ.) for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size, machine configuration) pairs, and one domain. The,t.., r,J
i= I








































Domains Engine Rod Head Engine Cap Torque Arm
Reference
(mesh size, machine configuration) (117,4) (531,16) (2191,4) (ZI9! • 16) (724.4) (724,16) (3734, 16)
basic 51,28 162.175 666.251 762,540 207, Il2 322,222 2100, 1035
DFS
degree ordering 48.27 140,148 354.192 810,504 297. 145 308.230 1060.753
Neighborhood
strip-wise 30,22 102,326 188, 139 222,710 lIB,81 154,363 266.683
Scarch Scheme
BFS domain-wise 16, 15 175,146 112,101 371,305 99,53 150,151 729,341
aspect rotio 30, 17 208. 149 liZ. 101 413,309 99,53 162. 153 495,345 AI-NasTa 91
Eigenvector Speclral Search MRSB 14, 12 85, 105 86, 77 180. 223 48,47 95, 125 265, 248
recur. bisection !.i, 14 105. 129 74.Z! 240,301 38, 38 115, 150 318,284
Cartesian longest expan. .!i. 14 105,129 74,Z! 240,301 42,42 120,152 200, 276
local oplimum 14,14 96, 130 74, 71 220,270 42, 42 120, 152 318, 254 Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection 48,29 182,159 210,128 413 , 340 129,74 273, 188 288,297 Loriot 88
Axis Splitting
Polar longest cxpan. 16, 15 63, 127 76, 69 138,270 38, 38 50,159 365,308
local optimum 16, IS 70, 109 76, 69 165, 236 38, 38 80, 124 305, 254 Wu93
first eigenvector 36, 19 192,160 171 ,93 402,329 100,74 255,287 756,597
Inertia
last eigenveclor 45,21 155,167 231 ,93 325,345 90,63 170,151 390,481 Loriot88
Table C.Sa: The pairs (max( Nb,j' f~ICi.j) ,interpanitioning boundary vertices (!BY) for various spliuing algorithms, differenl (mesh size, machine





















































(mesh size, machine configuration) (3684.4) (14844,4) (l4844, 16) (14844,64) (59668.4) (59668, 16) (59668,64)
basic 858,412 3693.1412 8360. 1908 3255,3335 10044,3774 21350,6579 7852,9360
DFS
degree ordering 531 ,286 1314,750 2691.1534 1898.2732 3375,1585 10582,3472 5535,6598
Neighborhood
strip-wise 124.80 314,200 496,1316 498,5093 790,490 848,2482 898. 10132Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 36, 36 92, 87 570,635 924.1347 240, 215 1752,1236 4431 .2880
aspect ratio 36,33 92,85 768,605 583, 1327 240,215 2079, 1269 1397,2897 AI-Nasrn 91
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB 40,36 74,72 280.364 330,964 156. 142 552.720 651,1911
recur. bisection 102, 100 226.224 721 .625 539, 1444 458,455 1212,1302 972,3023
Cartesian longcst expan. 102,102 226,224 618,625 496, 1348 462,457 1236, 1347 1208,2805
local optimum 134,85 326,216 332,517 462, 1209 674,439 772,1162 1008,2592 Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection 387,251 813,520 1632, 1099 786,2266 1635, 1070 3144,2270 1624,4640 Loriot 88
Axis Splitting
Polar longest expan. 102,100 222 ,220 160,458 395 , 1325 458 ,455 338 , 948 855 ,2861
local optimum 102,100 222,220 160,458 396, 1152 458,455 338, 948 882,2463 Wu93
first eigenvector 130,114 370,330 554, 1349 1456,3171 452,387 1824 , 1471 1638,4504
Inertia
last eigenvector 144 , 126 208, 180 685,575 546, 1657 708,564 2220, [610 2880,3799 L<Jfiot 88
Table C.Sb: The pairs ( maX(N~ " ; c. -] , interpartitioning boundary vertices (mV) ) for various splitling algorithms, different (mesh size, machine
",J ,t.., r,J
i= I

















































Domains Engine Rod Head Engine Cap Torque Arm
Reference
(mesh size. machine conligurlltion) (117,4) (531,16) (2191,4) (2191,16) (724.4) (724, 16) (3734, 16)
basic 4,24 ~.20 46,419 14, III IS. 164 5,41 12,212
DFS
degree ordering 3.23 5,30 45.446 13,109 13, 106 5,42 15,212
Neighborhood strip-wise 9,16 14.31 65.92 50,91 33,65 19,45 53,120Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 7. 15 7, 19 39, 77 18.48 21 ,41 9,24 23, 58
aspect ratio 7,16 8,20 39. 77 18,48 21,42 9,25 24.67 Al-Nasra 91
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB 7,22 7,33 44,529 19, 136 25, 136 II ,44 29,229
recur. bisection 6,17 6,17 30, 102 IS,35 16,34 7,17 23,103
Cartesian longest cxpan. 6,17 6.17 30,102 15.35 16,34 7,17 24. 122
local optimum 6,15 8,29 30,102 18, 101 16.34 7,17 25.88 Wu93
Coordinat~ r~cur. bisection 2,6 3,14 11,56 7. 25 §.,22 1,2 18.101 loriO( 88
Axis SpliHing
Polar longest cxpan. 5, II 9,27 31 ,83 21 ,75 16,50 12,43 20.100
local optimum 5. 11 7,18 31 ,83 16,50 16,50 8,22 23,120 Wu 93
first cigenvector 7,17 9,32 43, 141 22,86 32,93 13,42 41 , 190
Inertia
last eigenvector 7,22 9,30 46,174 25, 106 25,86 10.33 42,203 LorioL 88
Table C.6a: The pairs ( Average Bandwidth. Maximum Bandwidth) of local subdomains for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size. machine
configuration) pairs, and three domains. The domains are displayed in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.80., and Figure 3.8e.























































(mesh size, machine configuration) (3684,4) (14844,4) (14844, 16) (14844 ,64) (59668.4) (59668, 16) (59668,64)
basic 39,818 100,3677 54.826 17,223 420,14810 125,3470 60,914
DFS
degree ordering 40,672 138,3570 48,906 18.215 424 , 14243 144.3273 57,899
Neighborhood
strip-wise 55, 101 123, 212 114,210 85,209 247, 390 239,390 212.390Sc.1rch Scheme
BFS domain-wise 34. 73 83, 159 41 •.!!2 23.70 153. 288 84. 230 50,157
aspect ratio 33,73 82,159 38, 112 23.65 153,288 86,221 51 , 145 AI·Nasrn 91
Eigenvector Spcctral Search MRSB III ,861 238,3510 76,913 30,231 502,14\08 160,3652 67,932
recur. biscction 23,77 50,273 41 , 175 24,117 102,588 85,426 51,261
Cartesion longest expan. 23, 80 50, 273 41 , 179 18,91 102, 578 85,426 39,200
local optimum 47,163 100,539 45,271 21 , 115 204,1179 94,588 42,204 Wu 93
Coordinatc recur. bisection 11, 57 28 ,.!.Q.!. .!.2 ' 84 ~,49 58, 454 34, 176 12, .!Q! Loriot 88
Axis Splitting
Polar longes! expan. 22, 135 48,534 47,534 25,190 99,1123 98, 1123 53,412
local optimum 22, 135 48,534 47,534 22,186 99,1123 98,1123 45,214 Wu93
first eigenvector 54,219 157,609 141,589 28,134 203, 1002 99,533 83,442
Inertia
last cigenvector 65,278 100,418 39,276 26,217 315,1316 118,1156 59,529 LoriDt 88
Table C.6h: The pairs ( Average Bandwidth, Maximum Bandwidth) of local subdomains for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size, machine

























Communication: IS/B Bandwidlh: 9/16
Connectivity: 30 my: 22
i~<"""' If ........., 0:,:
'>-""--'"-""""t""Co"c-'--f--+-.J
Eigenvecl~rSp-ectraI -------.:.
Communicalion: 7 I 5 Bandwidth: 7/22
Connectivity: 14 my: 12
""
Polar _Rccurirve lHsecti.o~ - .. , - '" -- -s:·
Communication: 16/11 Bandwidlh: 2/6





Communication: 17/10 Bandwidth: 4124
Conncclivily: 51 my· 2B
c..,_
BFS • Domain·'" ise-
Communicalion: B14 Bandwidth: 7/15
Connectivity: 16 mv: IS
Cartesian· Locai uptimum
Communication: 7 14 Bandwidth: 6/15






Polar - Local Optimum
Communicalion: 81 5 Bandwidth: 51 II






Communication: 12/6 Bandwidlh: 7 I 17
Connectivity: 36 IBV: 19
Figure C.I: 4-way partitionings of the engine rod mesh using various splitting schemes and the
struclUre of the corresponding FEM matrix. For each case, the values of the
partitioning indicators are displayed. We denote by global I focal for communication
and average I maximllm for bandwidth,
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Performance Data of the Mesh Decomposition Algorithm
DFS - Basic-
Communication: 46/14 Bandwidth: 5/41


















DFS - Domam- Ise
Communication: 25/9 Bandwidth: 9/24









Polar - Recursive Bisection -
Communication: 39/16 Bandwidth: 3/9













Figure C.2: 16-way partitionings of the engine cap mesh using various splitting schemes and the
struCture of !.he corresponding FEM matrix, For each case, the values of the
partitioning indicators are displayed, We denole by global f local for communication
and average f maximllm for bandwidth.
























Table C.7a: The pairs ( max L C j • j ,max Cij ) for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size, machine configuration) pairs, and three domains. The
1= I
domains are displayed in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.8a, and Figure 3.8c.
Domains Engin~ Rod Head Engine Cop Torque Ann
Referenc~
(mesh size, machine configuration) (117,4) (531,16) (2191,4) (2191,16) (724,4) (724,16) (3734, 16)
basic 15,8 27,10 132,46 119,59 57,29 46,12 122,59
DFS
degree ordering 15, 11 27, II 142,57 82,39 70,32 46, 16 132,60
Neighborhood
slrip-wise 13,7 24,8 74,41 82,42 40,24 33, 13 100,50Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 6,~ 23,8 48,27 40,17 24, ~ 20,7 65,~
aspect ratio 7,3 24,7 48,29 39, 13 24,8 21,7 45,17 AI-No.sr.:l91
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB ~, 3 16,6 37,21 34,13 20, II 18,7 41 , 16
recur. bisection ~,~ 16 ,§. 26, 14 38,g M,I 21 ,7 47, 16
Cartesian longest expan. ~,~ 16 ,§. 26, 14 38,g 13, I 11,7 37,21
local optimum ~,~ 17 ,§. 27, 14 38 , 11 ]1,1 19,7 36,~ Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection 14,9 25,9 60,33 55,23 31 ,20 30,13 55,28 Lariot 88
Axis Splitting
Polar longcst expan. 6,_ 22,10 27, 16 42, 19 ]1,1 18,9 55,20
local optimum 6,_ ~,§. 27 ,.!§. 28,11 ]1,1 .!§.,§. 48,~ Wu93
first eigenvector 10,5 23,10 45,30 46,25 42,22 33, 10 92,39
Inertia






























































(mesh size, machine configuration) (3684,4) (14844,4) (14844 , (6) (14844,64) (59668,4) (59668, 16) (5966B,64)
basic 280. 143 1213,479 724, 162 217,74 3185.1116 2039,416 567,282
DFS
degree ordering 173,75 434,218 296. ltD 139.66 1115,583 960,258 426,171
Neighborhood
strip-wise 49,33 122,65 188. \04 183.92 281 , 155 318. 167 343,173Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise ~.§ 40. 22 86.2..!. 69,22 93, 49 177,71 165, 42
aspect ratio ~,~ 40. 22 100,36 56,21 ~.49 183.73 129, 44 AI-NaSTa 91
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB 17·2 ~,~ 62, 29 48, .!1 70,42 ill. 54 102. 35
recur. bisection 35, 18 67, 35 77,40 55,27 132. 66 153,78 109,49
Cartesian longest cxpan. 35, 18 67, 35 77,40 58,21 Q!,68 150.75 110, 42
local optimum 50.17 67, 35 59, 35 53, 20 ill, 68 122, 63 100, 38 Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection 107,90 216,182 169, 102 113,55 438,371 347,212 230,112 Loriot 88
Axis Splilling
Polar longesl ex pan. 34,17 66,34 57,34 56,24 130,66 110,66 117,52
[ocal optimum 34,17 66, 34 57, 34 54,22 130,66 !.!.Q, 66 107, 44 Wu93
first eigenvector 55,41 104,78 107,64 132,61 187,140 263, 117 218,99
Inertia
lasl eigenvector 63,47 156,121 188,67 1l2,39 318,244 392, 160 250,90 Loriot88
p
Table C.7b: The pairs ( max L. C,.i ' max CjJ ) for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size, machine configuration) pairs, and one domain. The
j" I





















































Domains Engine Rod Head Engine Cap Torque Arm
Reference
(mesh size. machine configuration) (1J7.4) (531 • 16) (2191,4) (2191.16) (724.4) (724,16) (3734.16)
basic 45.23 189, 162 396,163 616.470 171,91 322.207 1586,771
DFS
degree ordering 45.25 147,140 426.172 511,406 210.99 280.211 1020,671
Neighborhood
strip.wisc 26.18 110,151 148,106 243,514 80,56 198,189 200,487Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 12,12 184. 124 96,80 320.238 72,39 120,119 585,262
aspect ratio 21,13 216,129 132,81 280,263 72.39 126. 126 450,257 AI-Nasra 91
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB 10,10 80, 96 74.68 170 ,ill 40,40 90,113 165. 207
recur. bisection 10. 10 64, 105 52. 52 190,223 28, 27 105,115 282, 234
Canesian longest expan. .!.Q,.!Q 64, 105 52, 52 190,223 26. 25 85, 108 148, 221
local oplimum 10. 10 102, 104 54,52 190,219 26.25 85. 109 180.208 Wu93
Coordinote recur. bisection 42.2S 200.138 180, 103 330,281 93.53 210. 158 252.249 Loriot 88
Axis Splilling
Polar longest expan. 12. II 66. 115 S4,52 126.226 26.26 54.120 275.25S
local optimum 12. II 70.97 54.52 135. 195 26,26 80. 100 336.208 Wu93
first eigenvector 30.15 92.121 13S.72 270.265 84,63 23 [ • 171 736,439
Inertia
lost eigenvector 42.18 125. 141 210.82 290.292 66,48 115, 119 325,378 Lariat 88
Table C.8a: The pairs ( maX(Nb.i·i C/'i) . interpartitioning boundary vertices (IDV) ) for various spliuing algorithms, differenl (mesh size. machine
I = I


















































(mesh size. machine configuration) (3684,4) (14844.4) (14844,16) (14844,64) (59668,4) (59668. 16) (59668,64)
basic 840,399 3639, 1382 56,854 3015,3192 9555,3591 20390,6143 6591 .8659
DFS
degree ordering 519.281 1302,730 49,927 1807.2671 3345, 1563 10560,3453 5505.6537
Neighborhood
strip-wise 98.62 244,156 III , 210 890,3846 562,347 636.1914 686.7824
Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 30, 30 80 , 1.!. 44,893 690, 1080 186. 155 1408,944 3500,2228
aspect ralio 32, 28 80, 70 40.924 484. 1070 \82. 153 1647,979 1026.2251 Al·Nasra 91
Eigenvector Spectral Search MRSB 34, 32 62. 60 248.332 288. 857 140. 128 448, 643 609, 1680
recur. bisection 70,68 134,134 462.464 324,1151 264. 261 1071,927 756,2372
Canesian longest expan. 70,67 134, 134 462,461 406, 1067 262,258 1001 ,920 770,2159
local optimum 150,66 134, 134 188,400 318,946 262,258 392, 812 540, 1969 Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection 321 ,209 648,428 1176,901 763,1911 1314,869 2401,1827 1596,3890 Loriot 88
Axis Splitting
Polar longest expan. 68,68 132, 130 114,341 280,1104 260, 259 220, 693 570,2289
local optimum 68,68 ~,130 114,341 312, 963 260, 259 220, 693 642, 1957 Wu93
first eigenvector 110,93 208, 174 535,578 792, 1815 374,311 1578,1225 1379,3823
Inertia
lasl eigenvector 126, 108 312,275 940,672 1246, 1632 636,516 1960, 1446 2385,3297 Loriol88
Table C.Sb: The pairs ( maX(Nb,j' i Cr'l) ,interpartitioning boundary vertices (mV) ) for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size, machine
1= l

















































Domains Engine Rod Head Engine Cap Torque Ann
Reference
(mesh size, machine configuration) (117,4) (531.16) (2191,4) (2191.16) (724 ,4) (724,16) (3734, 16)
basic ~.25 8.31 79,528 28, 135 39,176 12,42 48 •232
DFS
degree ordering §.,29 8.31 48,499 25. 134 45,173 11 .43 35,231
Neighborhood
strip-wise 9,25 12,32 65, 173 45. 133 32, 103 16,44 52, 218Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 9.25 10,31 48.504 25,135 26,164 13,44 32,228
aspect ratio 9,25 10,32 47.517 27. 133 26.169 12,44 30.227 AI-Nasra 91
Eigenvcctor Spcctral Search MRSB 9,28 to,32 58,512 25.136 28. 145 12,45 35.232
recur. bisection 8.25 9,30 32,372 18, 135 19,178 1I ,44 25,228
Cartesian longest expan. 8.25 9,30 32,372 18, 135 19,172 10,44 28,227
local optimum 8,28 8.31 33,546 20, 136 .!2., 172 10,44 29,233 Wu93
Coordinate recur. bisection §.,26 Z,32 28,545 Q,135 ~,179 1,44 24,231 Loriot 88
Axis Splitting
Polar longest expan. §.,24 10,32 43,536 24, 126 21 , 170 13,44 24,220
local oplimum §.,24 9,32 43,536 20,135 21,170 9, 41 27,228 Wu93
first eigenvector 8,25 9,30 45,545 23,130 34,176 12,44 46,231
Inertia
last eigenvector 7, 18 9,32 48 , 542 27, 136 28,174 11 ,43 43,230 Loriot 88
Table C.9a: The pairs ( Average Bandwidth. Maximum Bandwidlh ) of local subdomains for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size, machine

























































(mesh size, machine configuration) (3684.4) (14844,4) (14844,16) (14844,64) (59668,4) (59668, (6) (59668,64)
basic 42,872 112,3709 7964, 1840 18.231 452, 14828 154,3692 69,931
DFS
degree ordering 41,672 140,3630 2664, 1505 19,231 432. 14883 145,3428 58,931
Neighborhood
strip-wise 55. !.Q! 123,212 376, 1015 77,209 246, 436 237, 390 203,390Search Scheme
BFS domain-wise 36,857 86,3428 420.509 24,231 157.10351 88,3670 53,883
aspect rntio 34.479 86,3428 624.469 24,230 157.14739 91,3681 54,923 AI-Nasra 91
Eigenvector Spcctra] Search MRSB 112,861 237,3510 76,910 30,231 502,14108 160,3667 67.932
recur. bisection 23, 78 49. 268 40,176 23, ill 101 , 588 85,1723 51,926
Cartesian longest expan. 23,79 49,268 40,180 19,208 102,578 85,421 40,766
local optimum 35,161 49,268 44,270 20,223 102,578 93,588 42, 204 Wu93
Coordinate recur. biseclion 21 ,920 2!,371O 16,911 2., 136 108,14913 35,1952 19,898 Lorio! 88
Ax.is SplilLing
Polar longest ex.pan. 23,920 47,534 47,534 23, 184 100,14916 98,3728 53,407
local optimum 23,920 47,534 47,534 22. 183 100,14916 98,3728 46,900 Wu93
first eigenveclor 53 ,204 105,461 49, 228 37,214 203, 934 99, 529 82,409
Inertia
last eigenvector 65,278 156,586 62,919 28,160 313,1306 118,3671 61,674 Loriot 88
Table C.9b: The pairs ( Average Bandwidth, Maximum Bandwidth) of local subdomains for various splitting algorithms, different (mesh size, machine




















Performance Data of the Refined Mesh Decomposition Algorithm
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(d) Inlerpar1itioning Boundary Vertices (lBV)
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Figure C.3: The performance of seven mesh decomposition heuristics fOf fOUf meshes of the engine
rod, cap, and axis parts with respect (0 (a) their execution time requirement and
panitioning characteristics such as (b) maximum interface length, (c) subdomain
connectivity, (d) my. and (e) bandwidth. The dala displayed are for the following
heuristics: Cartesian (CLO) and polar (PLO) axis splillings with local optimization,
Canesian with longest expansion (CLE), multilevel recursive spectral bisection
(MRSB), domain-wise BFS (Greedy), strip-wise BFS (RCM) and inertia axis splitting
using the first eigenvector (II/err). We denote by d = domain, s = mesh size, and p =
partitioning size.
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Communication: 14/9 Bandwidth: 6/26
Conneclivity: 42 lBV: 2S
6/25
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BFS - Domain-Wise (KL)
Communication: 6/3 Bandwidlh: 9 !25






Communication: S ! 3 Bandwidlh: 8/28










Communicalion: 6/4 Bandwidlh: 6/24
Conneclivity: 12 !BY: II
Figure C.4: 4-way panitionings of the engine rod mesh using various splitting schemes with
Kernighan-Lin refinement and the structure of the corresponding FEM matrix:. We
denote by global/local for communication and average / maximum for bandwidth.
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Inertia - First Eigenveclor ( L)--
Communication"" 33 110 Bandwidth: 12/44
Connectivity: 231 IBY: 171
Figure C.S: 16-way partitionings of the engine cap mesh using various splitting schemes with
Kernighan-Lin refinement and the structure of the corresponding FEM matTix. We
denote by global I local for communication and average I maximum for bandwidth.
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Pelformance Data of the Refined Mesh Decomposition Algorithm
0'J·~i ".J- -_I:
DFS· Basic (KL)
Communication: 280/143 Bandwidth: 421872
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Figure C.6: 4-way partHlOnings of lhe engine axis mesh using various splitting schemes wilh
Kernighan-Lin refinement and lhe structure of the corresponding FEM matrix. We
denote by global/local for communication and average I maximllm for bandwidlh.
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Appendix D Performance Data of
Parallel Shape Optimization
D.I Performance Data of Parallel Shape Optimization
domain (degn V3I'.#) ,"". SPARe 20 SPARe IPC iPSCl860 nCUBE II Paragon
rod (13) 1 33.38 94.33 99.77 129.67 20.38
2 46.06 103.65 204.90 149.33 23.97
4 43.44 128.41 487.76 184.47 31.85








- - - -
399.41
arm (48) 1 154.37 483.82 428.07 733.36 104.57
2 152.16 490.60 715.17 765.42 114.64
4 158.62 554.58 1316.95 827.78 127.06




Table 0.1: The timing of sequential Me shape optimizations with one local optimal iteration for five
differenl platforms. The empty enlI'ies are due 10 insufficiem number of processors or
memory.
124 or 128
Performance Data of Parallel Shape Optimization
domain (degn var.#) proc# SPARe 20 SPARCIPC iPSCl860 nCUBEII Paragon
rod (13) 1 3338 94.33 99.77 129.67 20.38
2 30.11 54.61 106.17 78.15 12.55
4 13.74 39.39 128.41 57.94 9.75









- - - -
31.38
arm (48) 1 154.37 483.82 428.07 733.36 104-.57
2 82.19 252.64 357.69 388.93 58.27
4 44.98 164.57 333.24 214.03 32.35




Table D.2: The timing of parallel Me shape optimizations with one local optimal iteration for five
different platforms. The empty entries are due (0 insufficient number of processors or
memory.
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Performance Data of Parallel Shape Optimization
domain (degn var.#) proc# SPARC20 SPARC IPC iPSCl860 nCUBE II Par.Jgon
rod (13) 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.53 1.90 1.93 1.91 1.91
4 3.16 3.26 3.80 3.18 3.27








- - - -
12.73
arm (48) I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.85 1.94 2.00 1.97 1.97
4 3.53 337 3.95 3.87 3.93
8 3.71 6.50 7.98 7.35 7.35I.
- - -
13.90 15.67
Table D.3: The fixed speedup obtained from lIle data of Table 0.1 and Table D.2 with respect to the
time of lIle sequential MC shape optimizer on a single processor of the corresponding
(vinual) parallel machine.
domain (degn var.#) p=# SPARC 20 SPARCIPC iPSCl860 nCUBEII Paragon
rod (13) 1 1.00 0.35 0.33 0.26 1.64
2 1.53 0.84 0.43 0.59 3.67
4 3.16 1.10 0.34 0.75 4.46
8 3.94 2.31 0.36 1.51 7.96
arm (48) 1 1.00 0.32 0.36 0.21 1.48
2 1.85 0.60 0.43 0.39 2.61
4 3.53 0.96 0.48 0.74 4.90
8 3.71 3.26 0.88 2.30 14.00
Table D.4: The fixed speedup obtained from lIle data of Table 0.1 and Table D.2 with respect to the
lime of the sequential MC shape optimizer on a Sun SPARC 20.
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Figure D.l: The Liming of sequential MC shape optimizations (in the left column) and pnrallel MC
shape optimizations (in the right column) with one local optimal iteration for five
differenl platfonns. The empty entries are due to insufficient number of processors or
memory.
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Figure D.2: In the left column, the fixed speedup obtained from the data of Figure D.I wilh respeCl
lo the time of lhe sequential Me shape optimizer on a single processor of the
corresponding (virtual) parallel machine. In the right column, the fixed speedup
obtained from the data of Figure D.! with respecl lo the time of the sequential Me
shape optimizer on a Sun SPARe 20.
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